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Abstract 
 
Nowadays, with more and more wireless communication systems applied in human beings' 
daily lives, the electromagnetic circumstance becomes more and more complex. Many 
sensitive electrical systems would be influenced by harmonics (i.e., EMI: electromagnetic 
interference) and invalidated to work. For avoiding failure of key systems, filters and baluns 
(Balun: balance-unbalance circuit) have been designed and applied to make systems work 
under a stable circumstance since 1930s. 
As the EMI harmonics distribute over wide range of 1 - 140 GHz, besides good in-band 
response, filters should have stopband as wide as possible. However, with a lot of influence, 
the latest design of wide-stopbands bandpass filter can only extend its 20 dB stopband upper 
limit to eighteen times of its 550 MHz operation frequency as 9.9 GHz. In this thesis, it is 
necessary to extend the GSM850 and fifth generation (5G at 3.5 GHz) filters' 20 dB stopband 
up to twenty times of operation frequency as 18 GHz (K-band) and 70 GHz (V-band), thus, 
they will not be influenced by some other wireless communication systems, such as Radars, 
wireless LAN and satellite communication systems within K- or V-band. 
For extending filter's 20 dB stopband, its resonators' resonant properties, the inducement of 
unexpected resonances caused by extremely low impedance ratio of quarter-wave Stepped 
Impedance Resonators (SIRs), are investigated by theoretical calculations and simulations. 
Suppression methods are proposed to suppress these harmonics that cannot be predicted by 
simulations and avoid strong harmonics caused by symmetric structure. An asymmetric 
coupling structure (ACS) is proposed in this thesis, by designing and adjusting carefully, all 
harmonics in target stopband are suppressed even the filter’s shape is complex and compact. 
Moreover, for easy fabricating and adjusting on practical circuit, open-circuited stubs have 
been designed and loaded to the resonators. Their influence on fundamental resonant property 
and external quality factor value (Qe) are derived from admittance models accurately for 
detailed investigations. As calculated and simulated with accurate schematic and 3D models, 
a considerable compact size 0.177*0.082 λg2 (λg: the guide wavelength on the substrate at 
operation frequency) of proposed filter is obtained. By comparing with references, the 
proposed filter's 20 dB stopband is extended to twenty times of operation frequency, the 
proposed filter can suppress any harmonics below 17.6 GHz (K-band). 
A 5G wide-stopband bandpass filter has been designed based on identical suppression 
methods, harmonics below 70 GHz are suppressed below 20 dB. It is verified that these 
methods can be applied to design of higher band wide-stopband bandpass filters. 
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For suppressing the harmonics which introduced by intrinsic characteristics of transmission 
lines, a balun was designed, however, the thickness and relative dielectric constant of 
substrate are rigorous for realizing expected coupling factor C by conventional microstrip line 
(MSL) edge coupling. For increasing C, via connection coupling structure (VCCS) is 
proposed in this thesis. By designing the electric field distribution with Electroquasistatic field 
models, the equivalent capacitances of even- and odd-modes of coupled-line can be 
influenced, thus, the corresponding even- and odd-modes characteristic impedances of 
coupled-line can be controlled. With identical size and substrate, the C of VCCS is enhanced 
11 dB tighter than the one of conventional MSL coupled-lines. The balun, which designed 
based on VCCS coupled-lines, shows a good performance to convert unbalanced signals to 
balanced signals in target frequency band. As the design of balun has no need of thick 
substrate and high relative dielectric constant any more, the design flexibility is dramatically 
increased. Moreover, for simplifying the structure of VCCS balun, the influence of dislocating 
its connection vias and decreasing the vias' density have been investigated by simulations, the 
performance of balun shows a good tolerance. stepped impedance balun (SIB) is also 
proposed by changing balun's shape to stepped impedance type, better matching and compact 
circuit size are obtained. An isolation circuit is cascaded between the output ports for 
enhancing the isolation. 
Finally, the proposed filter and SIB are cascaded with each other, a balanced wide-stopband 
bandpass response is obtained. Comparing to the latest balun-filter design's 18.5 dB stopband 
attenuation, the attenuation of proposed balun-filter has been enhanced to 23 dB with same 
stopband upper limit which is extended to twenty times of operation frequency. By employing 
proposed balun-filter into electrical circuits, the systems can suppress all harmonics below 
17.34 GHz from active and passive electromagnetic interference sources. 
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λ/4 ステップインピーダンス共振器を用いた 
広い阻止帯域を有するバンドパスフィルタ及び 
そのバランフィルタへの応用 
 
易 龍飛 
 
概要 
 近年人々の生活に無線通信が不可欠なものとなっており、電波を利用した無線通信
規格が多くなり、それに伴い空間中の電磁環境もより複雑化している。小電力信号を
扱う電子回路では、装置から受ける高調波の影響 (電磁干渉  Electromagnetic 
interference:EMI 等)によって誤動作する可能性があり、それを防ぐために 1930 年代か
らフィルタ、バランの研究開発が活発に行われてきた。 
 電子回路で発生する高調波は 1～140 GHzに及び、フィルタにより所望の信号を通
過させ、それ以外の遮断域では信号を減衰させることが重要であり、遮断域の周波数
幅が可能な限り広いことが求められる。しかし、先行研究により、遮断域での信号が 
-20 dB以下となる周波数帯域幅を示す、20 dB阻止帯域幅はフィルタの動作周波数の
550 MHzに対して、遮断域の上限周波数は 9.9 GHz、すなわち 18倍が限界である。携
帯電話の規格の一つである GSM850や第 5世代(5G)規格においてもフィルタの 20 dB
阻止域幅は、フィルタの通過帯域上限周波数に対して 20 倍以上が求められる可能性
がある。その理由は 3.5 GHz 以上の帯域に各種レーダ、無線 LAN、衛星通信等、他の
無線通信規格が配置されているためである。5G の動作周波数の一つである 3.5 GHz
に対して、70 GHz まで不要信号を-20 dB以下とする必要があることを意味する。 
 本研究ではフィルタの構成要素である共振器に、特性インピーダンス比 Rz を非常
に低く設定したλ/4 ステップインピーダンス共振器 (Stepped Impedance Resonator: 
SIR) を用いることで 20 dB阻止帯域幅を広くすることを検討する。λ/4 SIR をフィル
タ設計に適用する際に、基本共振、高次共振を含めた共振特性について理論計算、回
路シミュレーションにより詳細に検討する。シミュレーションで予測できない高次共
振を抑圧するため、また、構造が対称形であると高次共振成分の影響が強くなること
から非対称結合構造 (Asymmetric Coupling Structure: ACS) を採用する。遮断域に着目
した ACS の設計によりフィルタの高調波抑圧効果を高めるとともに構造の小型化を
実現する。さらに、遮断域での高調波共振応答の出現位置の制御と抑圧効果をより高
めるため一端開放スタブを装荷する。一端開放スタブは SIRに装荷することで高調波
のみを効果的に抑圧することができる可能性はあるが、フィルタの通過帯域への影響
調査が不十分であるため、フィルタの設計パラメータの一つである、外部Q値 (Qe) に
焦点を当て、回路理論をもとに検証する。理論計算により基本形状を設計し、電磁界
シミュレータを用いた詳細設計により回路サイズが 0.177×0.082 λg2 (λgはフィルタの
中心周波数における管内波長) となるバンドパスフィルタが設計できた。設計の有効
性を確認するために試作、測定を行ったところ、電磁界シミュレーション結果とほぼ
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同等な特性を得た。先行研究と比較すると、提案したフィルタの 20 dB阻止帯域幅は
先行研究では 18倍に対して 20倍に改善することができ、17.6 GHz (K-band)までの高
調波抑圧量を 20 dB以上とすることができた。また、本回路構造は阻止帯域幅が広い、
以上の結果より 20 dB阻止帯域幅が広く、小型で試作が容易なバンドパスフィルタを
実現した。 
 さらに、構築した設計手法を適用した 5G 用フィルタにおいても、20 dB 阻止帯域
の上限周波数が 70 GHzとなるフィルタが設計できた。本手法はフィルタの通過帯域
の周波数に依らず、汎用的な設計手法であることを示した。 
 また、伝送線路固有の特性である高調波を抑制するために用いられるバランの設計
についても検討した。通常の設計法では結合線路の端部で結合させるため、バランの
設計パラメータの一つである結合度 C の所望の値が条件によっては実現できない問
題がある。この問題に対して、新たにビア接続結合構造 (Via Connection Coupling 
Structure: VCCS) を提案する。準静電界モデルを提案して電界分布を制御することに
より結合構造の偶モード及び奇モードの等価静電容量、特性インピーダンスを制御で
きる。VCCSを用いない従来のマイクロストリップ線路 (Microstrip Line: MSL) 構造
の結合線路構造から得られる C と比較すると VCCS の C は 11 dB 以上強結合にでき
ることが分かった。また、VCCSを用いることで基板厚と基板の比誘電率の制約を緩
和することができ、バランの設計自由度を劇的に向上させることができた。さらに、
強い結合で不平衡信号を平衡信号に変換した場合に優れた位相及び振幅バランス性
能を示した。VCCSの初期設計条件はビアの数が多いため、試作プロセスが複雑とな
る。そこで、性能を保ちつつ回路構造を簡素化するために回路パラメータを変化させ
て電磁界シミュレーションを行った。VCCSを用いたバランの回路パラメータの一部
である、ビア間距離、ビアの数に対する周波数特性の変化を調査し、良好な周波数特
性が得られる条件を明らかにした。さらに、反射特性改善のため、結合構造部にステ
ップインピーダンス線路を用いたステップインピーダンスバラン（SIB）を提案した。
反射特性が改善し、回路構造が小型となったが、アイソレーション特性が劣化したた
め、アイソレーション回路を組み合わせることで高いアイソレーション特性も併せ持
つ SIBが設計できた。 
 最後に、提案されたフィルタ及び SIBを接続して構成するバンドパス特性とバラン
機能を両立したバランフィルタを設計する。最新先行研究のバランフィルタの阻止帯
域の上限値は動作周波数の 20倍で減衰量は 18.5 dBであった。本研究で提案したバラ
ンフィルタの減衰量は 17.34 GHz まで 23 dBに改善することができ、従来より高い抑
圧効果が得られることが分かった。
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Chapter 1 Introduction 
Nowadays, wireless communication systems play significant roles in people’s daily lives and 
make the electromagnetic circumstance become more and more complex. Sometimes the radio 
frequency (RF) systems will scramble the communication bands and have bad influence on 
each other. For example, some conductor lines, which have same sizes with each other, are 
acting as antenna and accept harmonics signals by unexpected coupling and fail the systems. 
Thus, devices like filters and baluns are needed to be designed for eliminating these harmonics. 
1.1 Background and Motivation 
The telegraph has been invented and used in wireless communications since 1859 by 
Guglielmo Marconi, almost eighty years later, in World War II, the Royal Navy found that the 
electric shaver invalided the German anti-ship missiles by interrupting their remote-control 
signals. It was not the first-time human being found the complex electromagnetic waves will 
fail the wireless communication systems. The harmonics will cause some extremely serious 
consequences. For example, it is manner for us to shut down our cellphones near the priority 
seats on the tracks and in the planes, because the electromagnetic waves generated by 
cellphones will cause failing of cardiac pacemakers or the airborne Global Positioning System 
(GPS) navigators. In fact, with the developing of wireless communication, the Federal 
Communications Commission (FCC) is founded to regulate communications for eliminating 
the interference. 
In Tokyo Olympic Games, human being can first realize the live broadcast of the sailing boat 
games. The key factor is the stability of signals. It can be evaluated by figures such as  phase 
noise, the Electromagnetic Interference (EMI) or harmonics suppression of the entire electric 
circuits. 
For suppressing the harmonics introduced by electric circuits, it is necessary to get a clear 
understanding of them. Main of them are the harmonics generated by active and passive circuits. 
For synthesizing signals, frequency synthesizers are the most significant components working 
in communication systems. In a typical X-band (8 - 12 GHz) signal synthesizer system 
(designed by me in late 2012) as shown in Fig. 1.1, frequency multiplier, mixer (or some 
components contain diodes) are widely used. They change any imported frequency to higher or 
lower frequencies. As Fig. 1.2 shows, one target 1.18 GHz and five harmonics are generated 
from DDS (Direct Digital Frequency Synthesizer), an L-band (1 - 2 GHz) filter is cascaded to 
suppress harmonics, only the target resonance is input into the multiplier. After the frequency 
multiplier, one target L-band signal is converted into six resonances (two C-band 4 - 8 GHz and 
four X-band signals). If six L-band signals were imported, mass unexpected resonances (at 
least forty-two resonances) will be generated, which means much more complex output 
spectrum and weaker target resonance. As a general method to avoid this phenomenon, L-band 
filters are cascaded for attenuating the energy of harmonics, thus, the design of wide-stopband 
filter is one of the main tasks. 
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Fig. 1.1 A typical X-band signal synthesize system 
 
 
Fig. 1.2 The output spectrum of DDS frequency synthesizer 
 
The harmonics on Direct Current (DC) circuit power supply lines are easily attenuated by 
shunting bypass capacitors which act as low-pass filters. However, the RF signal lines, which 
cannot be applied with bypass capacitors, accept considerable harmonics. Therefore, a filter 
should be connected to suppress harmonics in a specific frequency span (as wide as possible). 
Moreover, baluns, which work like noise canceling headphones, are applied to suppress the 
harmonics which coupled by transmission lines, this is the other one design task. 
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1.2 Wide-stopband Bandpass Filter 
Filters are widely applied to front-end of transceiver in communication systems for 
eliminating harmonics. They were firstly introduced in 1937 [1]. 
The sixth generation (6G) wireless communication systems’ operation frequencies are set 
beyond 100 GHz [2], thus, the lower band like 800 MHz band will not be employed for Global 
System for Mobile Communications (GSM) cellphones systems any more, however, as its 
stability and easy to use, some new wireless communication systems (i.e., medical data 
acquisition systems) are designed based on this band [3][4]. Moreover, as the K-band signals 
(18 - 26.5 GHz) are absorbed by the vapor significantly [5], filters for GSM, which can 
suppress the harmonics below K-band, are still needed in modern applications. 
1.2.1 Filters based on stepped impedance resonators 
Based on FCC regulations [6], a lot of stripline filters have been proposed based on Parallel, 
Interdigital, Combline, and Hairpin coupled-line structures since 1950s. 20 dB stopband of 
them can only be extended to eight times of their operation frequency (f0). 
The most classic harmonics suppression method is the stepped impedance resonators (SIRs) 
[7][8], which designed based on at least two sections transmission lines with differential 
impedance. By tuning the ratio of the impedance (Rz), the resonance modes of the harmonics 
are shifted to higher band, thus, the upper limit of stopband can be extended. The quarter-wave 
SIRs are realized by connecting one end to ground. They are widely used for reducing the 
circuit size and suppressing the harmonics. 
As shown in Fig. 1.3, an SIR filter was realized based on dielectric-filled coaxial resonators, 
50 dB attenuation was realized near 3 f0. 
 
 
Fig. 1.3 SIRs filter and its frequency response [7] 
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However, this filter cannot be easily integrated with planar systems. Thus, planar SIR filters 
were proposed to solve above demerits. Classic and famous parallel coupling line filters [9], 
which designed based on SIRs, have 30 dB stopband up to 12.3 GHz (8.2 f0). These filters can 
suppress harmonics signals from Wi-Fi routers and etc. The size of this circuit is 0.77*0.082 λg2. 
1.2.2 Compact planar SIR filter 
For saving size, Low Temperature Co-fired Ceramic (LTCC) technology is employed to 
fabricate the SIR filter with other devices on different layers as shown in Fig. 1.4 [10]. The 20 
dB stopband is extended to 8.18 GHz (5.45 f0) while the size is 0.128*0.105 λg2. 
 
 
Fig. 1.4 LTCC SIR filter and its frequency response [10] 
1.2.3 Realization of wider stopband response by employing dissimilar SIRs 
Dissimilar resonators are employed to scatter harmonics' modes into each other's reject zone 
for enhancing the attenuation. As shown in Fig. 1.5 [11], dissimilar SIRs have been employed, 
the 30 dB stopband can be extended to 8.14 GHz (5.4 f0) and the size is 0.97*0.23 λg2. For 
saving circuit size, the dissimilar resonators were folded. 
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Fig. 1.5 Filter based on dissimilar folded SIRs and its transmission property [11] 
 
In same paper, the 30 dB stopband can also be extended to 12.36 GHz (8.2 f0) with a 
considerable compact size as 0.32*0.22 λg2. However, as reported by the authors, the 
harmonics' modes beyond 8 f0 are too complex to be predicted, thus, the upper stopband can 
only be extended to about 8 f0. 
As reported in [12], by employing dissimilar quarter-wave SIRs, the upper stopband can be 
extended to 23.30 GHz (11.4 f0) with a considerable attenuation as 27.5 dB, the circuit size is 
0.2*0.13 λg2. As reported in [13], dielectric and coaxial resonators are employed hybrid to 
realize the 40 dB attenuation up to 3 f0,  
1.2.4 Realization of wider stopband response by employing ports 
suppression 
By introducing tap-transformed feeding lines of input and output ports, some harmonics 
modes can be unmatched and suppressed as shown in Fig. 1.6 [14]. The 37 dB stopband can be 
extended to 10 GHz (4 f0) with a compact size as 0.228*0.15 λg2. 
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Fig. 1.6 Filter with tap-transformed feeding input and output ports and its frequency response 
[14] 
 
As reported in [15], long and narrow microstrip feed lines are employed to extend the 
stopband to 23.1 GHz (9.5 f0) with a size as 0.28*0.267 λg2. 
1.2.5 Realization of wider stopband response by employing open-circuited 
stubs 
It is difficult to design dissimilar resonators for scattering the harmonics modes, thus, as 
reported by [16][17] and shown in Fig. 1.7, open-circuited stubs have been loaded to influence 
the distribution of harmonics modes instead of designing new resonators, the 50 dB stopband 
can be extended to 5.6 GHz (5.6 f0) with size of 1.29*0.34 λg2. 
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Fig. 1.7 The circuit of filter whose resonators loaded with open-circuited stubs and its 
frequency response [17] 
 
The open-circuited stubs can work as electromagnetic bandgap structures and introduce 
transmission zeros for enhancing the stopband performance as reported in [18] - [20], the 30 dB 
stopbands can be extended to 13 GHz (5.625 f0) with compact size 0.158*0.042 λg2. 
Open-circuited metal cylinder can be set near the port for coupling superfluous energy to 
ground [21], thus, the 40 dB stopband is extended to 2.4 GHz (4 f0). 
As the latest research shows, some open-circuited stubs are periodically loaded for 
introducing bandgap response [22][23] as shown in Fig. 1.8. The 45 dB stopband can be 
extended to 9 GHz (5 f0). 
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Fig. 1.8 The circuit of filter whose resonators periodically loaded with open-circuited stubs 
and its frequency response [23] 
 
Moreover, in [24][25], a dual-band bandpass filter, which composed by five identical 
resonators, is designed as its harmonics can be accurately predicted. Scaled lines technology 
is applied to resonators and all the circuit components are scaled differently, thus, the 
periodical property of dual-band bandpass filter is broken, the pass-band of harmonics can 
also be broken. Short- and open- circuited stubs and lumped chips elements are loaded to 
resonators, transmission zeros are introduced for enhancing the performance in stopband. As 
shown in Fig. 1.9, the 20 dB stopband can be extended to 9.9 GHz (18 f0) with compact size 
0.19*0.21 λg2, however, as reported by the authors, with the frequency increasing, the 
unexpected radiation loss in higher band is dramatically increased by distributed circuit. 
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Fig. 1.9 Wide-stopband filter and its transmission property [24] 
1.2.6 Other methods for enhancing the performance in stopband 
Low-pass structures can be employed to suppress the harmonics in stopband, the most famous 
one is defected ground structure (DGS) [26], the 50 dB stopband is extended to 4 GHz (2 f0) 
with size 1.4*0.224 λg2.  
Cross coupling can be employed to introduce transmission zeros for better performance in 
stopband [27] the 30 dB stopband is extended to 12.5 GHz (5 f0) with size 0.225*0.066 λg2. 
1.3 Marchand Balun 
Marchand balun was first realized on coaxial transmission line by Nathan Marchand in 1944 
[28]. In 1992, Tsai Chih Ming and Kuldip Gupta [29] reported a new type Marchand balun 
based on two-layers coupled strip transmission line. This type of baluns have relative wider 
operating frequency range and very easy to be fabricated with other strip line components on 
PCBs. 
For realizing balanced outputs, several types of baluns are used in systems: 
1) Lumped element balun [30][31], this type of balun is composed by capacitors and 
inductors, these devices are used in compositing the high-pass and low-pass response of 
balanced output ports respectively. The circuits’ size can be reduced by using small 
package of chip elements like 0402 (in metric), however, as the nominal value limit, the 
operating frequency range will be narrower, moreover, the 180-degree phase difference 
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and identical output amplitudes are too difficult to be realized. 
2) Winding type balun [32], this type of balun is composed by a fully magnetic circuit 
structure with wires wound around a Ferrite core, they have a super wide band operating 
frequency (almost infinity) and can be used in high power systems, however, some 
common mode signals will be leaked from unbalanced input port to balanced ports. 
3) Transmission line baluns contain coaxial lines baluns [33] and planar stripline baluns 
[34]. Marchand balun is the most famous and classic one of this type balun, they are 
composed by two sets of quarter-wave coupled transmission lines. 
1.3.1 Enhancing the coupling factor C of proposed balun 
The maximum coupling factor C (the definition is shown in section 2.15), which is designed 
based on one-layer microstrip structure edge-coupling coupled-line, can be obtained as 6.02 dB 
(with the in/output ports Z0 = 50 Ω) theoretically, 8.33 dB as reported by [35] in practical design. 
For improving the C of balun, some classic methods are reported. As shown in Fig. 1.10, the 
broadside coupling [36] structure which is usually realized on the LTCC substrates [37], the 
Lange coupled-line as shown in Fig. 1.11 [38] is usually realized by air bonding. 
 
Fig. 1.10 Broadside coupling employed in balun's design [36] 
 
Fig. 1.11 Lange coupled-line employed in balun's design [38] 
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1.3.2 Other enhance methods 
A lot of methods are proposed to enhance the C of one-layer baluns. 
1) As reported in [39], left-handed transmission line sections have been set to enhance the C. 
2) As reported in [40], higher dielectric εr substrates, which selected as 10.2 - 12.9, are applied 
to control coupled-line's impedance and minimize the circuit size of balun. 
3) The C can also be enhanced by thicker substrate. 
1.3.3 Compensation of balun 
As reported in [41], the odd-mode signal's electric field is mainly distributing in free space (or 
air), thus, the odd-mode phase velocity is faster than the even-mode's, capacitors are cascaded 
to ends of coupled-lines for extending the odd phase's length. The isolation, amplitude and 
phase's performances have been improved, the return loss at 2.1 GHz is better than 30 dB. 
Phase inverters and resistor are connected to compensate the output matching and isolation. 
As reported in [42], the return loss is improved from 15 dB to more than 35 dB. As reported in 
[43] the return loss is enhanced more than 22.38 dB while the isolation is better than 26.6 dB. 
As reported in [44], slots were etched on ground plane to increase even-mode impedance. Two 
conductors, which work as capacitors between coupled-lines, were etched on ground plane to 
decrease odd-mode impedance as well. 
1.4 Planar Balun-Filters 
For realizing balanced wide-stopband bandpass response, balun-filters are wide employed in 
systems. 
As reported in [45] and shown in Fig. 1.12, two artificial transmission lines, which have a 
low-pass response, are cascaded between coupled-lines for enhancing C, its 18.5 dB common 
mode rejection band can be extended to 20 GHz (20 f0). As introduced in [46], slotline 
resonators are etched on the bottom ground copper plane, tight C is realized by broadside 
coupling between the top and bottom resonators as shown in Fig. 1.13. As reported in [47], 
right-angled triangular patch structure, which is similar to one eighth of a substrate integrated 
waveguide (SIW) resonator, is employed to enhance the C as shown in Fig. 1.14, the 20 dB 
stopband is extended to 20 GHz (2 f0). 
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Fig. 1.12 Balun-filter with artificial transmission lines and its differential and common mode 
rejection bands' frequency response [45] 
 
 
Fig. 1.13 Balun-filter designed based on microstrip and slotline resonators and its frequency 
response [46] 
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Fig. 1.14 Balun-filter designed based on right-angled triangular patch resonators and its 
frequency response [47] 
 
For enhancing the performance in stopband, capacitive loads are employed to introduce 
transmission zeros in stopband [48] as shown in Fig. 1.15, the 20 dB stopband is extended to 
5 GHz (2 f0). As reported in [49] and shown in Fig. 1.16, resonators are coupled oppositely 
like interdigital structure for enhancing C and suppressing harmonics, the 25 dB stopband is 
extended to 6.58 GHz (3.5 f0). 
 
 
Fig. 1.15 Balun-filter with capacitive loads and its frequency response [48] 
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Fig. 1.16 Balun-filter with oppositely coupled resonators and its frequency response [49] 
1.5 Main Works 
1.5.1 Design of wide-stopband bandpass filter 
In filter's design, besides ensuring the expected response like pass-band, the stopband is 
needed to be designed as wide as possible for suppressing the harmonics and enhancing the 
stability of systems. However, the design theories of stopband are very difficult, especially the 
wide-stopband response has a corresponding wide span of frequency, a lot of factors, i.e. the 
relative dielectric constant of MEGTRON7(N) is 3.4 at 2 GHz and changes to 3.3 at 10 GHz, 
are needed to be taken into consideration. 
For deciding the stopband attenuation of proposed filter, taking the output spectrum of X-band 
frequency synthesizer as an example, the general harmonics' amplitudes are worse than -37 
dBm in systems, with 20 dB attenuation on the harmonics caused by filters, the harmonics' 
energy can be suppressed to 0.0002%. If the systems were input with strong harmonics (33 
dBm as the maximum cellphones emission power), wide-band 30 dB attenuators can be 
cascaded with proposed filter, the total attenuation is better than 50 dB, amplifiers will recover 
the power of target resonance. Thus, 20 dB is a reasonable quantity for stopband attenuation. 
For designing a compact filter with wide-stopband response, series of theoretical calculations, 
simulations, and optimizations have been proposed for synthesizing the filter. 
1) Equivalent circuits' models of dissimilar quarter-wave microstrip line (MSL) SIRs have 
been proposed, the resonance properties of them have been calculated theoretically. 
2) For shifting harmonics to higher band and minimizing circuit size of resonators, 
extremely low Rzs are employed, however, some unexpected harmonics were generated. 
They were analyzed and overcame by loading open-circuited stubs, employing special 
coupling structure and ACS. Calculations, simulations, and optimizations are made to 
obtain ideal harmonics suppression response. 
3) Extremely low Rz is employed to enhance the open-circuited stubs' and ACS's 
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influences on harmonics. 
4) The equivalent schematic model of open-circuited stubs loaded SIRs were built, the 
open-circuited stubs' influences on fundamental resonance, external quality factor (Qe), 
and coupling coefficient (K) have been investigated, calculated and simulated, minimal 
influence on f0 has been achieved for enhancing the designing and practical tuning 
flexibility. 
5) Dissimilar open-circuited stubs have been designed and loaded to identical SIRs, thus, 
the design efficiency and flexibility can be improved without designing new dissimilar 
SIRs. 
6) For suppressing the harmonics in higher band and eliminating the frequency 
dependency of substrate. An ACS model is proposed. The coupling coefficients of 
harmonics have been calculated theoretically and arranged differentially. For example, 
one of the coupling structures between three SIRs of harmonics was arranged electrical 
while the other one arranged magnetic. Due to the relative longer electrical length of 
fundamental resonance, the coupling structure of it won't be change while the 
harmonics’ were changed dramatically, thus, the ACS only influence the harmonics. 
With calculating and simulating carefully the best ACS is obtained and verified by 
experiment. 
7) Suppression methods, which are proposed in this thesis, were applied to higher band 
like 3.5 GHz for 5G mobile communication systems, the simulations show that the 
harmonics below 70 GHz can be attenuated below 20 dB. 
1.5.2 Design of balun 
In this thesis, with a balun cascaded to the proposed wide-stopband bandpass filter, the 
systems could have a good anti-interference performance below K-band. 
The design targets of balun are: 
1) Low insertion loss while its return loss |S11|, |S22|, and |S33| and isolation should be better 
than 15 dB to ensure the balun working under a stable state. 
2) Phase difference of balanced signals better than 175 degrees, the amplitudes difference 
is less than 3 dB at 870 MHz and a bandwidth wider than 435 MHz. 
3) Saving cost and design time as much as possible. 
4) Easy for fabricating. 
The works are mainly about: 
1) Via connection coupling structure (VCCS) coupled-line has been proposed, the 
electromagnetic characteristics of VCCS have been analyzed, the even-, odd-mode 
impedances and coupling factor C are analyzed and simulated. 
2) Stepped impedance VCCS balun has been proposed to enhance the performance of 
balun, the impedance of transmission lines have been obtained by simulations for 
enhancing its performance, optimizations are made to enhance the phase and amplitude 
responses. 
3) A third-order isolation circuit is designed and cascaded to proposed balun. As the final 
simulations show, the return loss of output ports and isolation have been enhanced 
dramatically. 
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1.6 Balun-Filter and Its Contribution 
For realizing balanced wide-stopband bandpass response, a wide-stopband bandpass filter and 
a balun are proposed and cascaded with each other. Thus, this balun-filter can almost attenuate 
all harmonics under K-band. As the signals above K-band are attenuated by oxygen and water 
vapor dramatically, the systems, which employed proposed balun-filter, almost would not be 
influenced by harmonics from other wireless communication systems.  
The proposed VCCS coupled-line can be used to enhance the C between balun's coupled-line 
on thin and low εr substrate, this make the design much more flexibility.  
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Chapter 2 Synthesis of Wide-stopband Bandpass Filter 
In study and repetitions of references, it is hardly to find an SIR filter which employs 
extremely low Rz to realize wide-stopband response. For getting a full understand of SIR and 
extending the upper limit of stopband, filters are designed based on extremely low Rz SIR, 
however, some new technical problems happened and showed some limits of SIR. Both 
open-circuited stubs and asymmetric coupling structure are proposed for taking full 
advantages of SIR, the corresponding analyses, theoretical calculations and simulations are 
implemented for verifying these methods’ validity and practicality. 
2.1 The Target Performance of Wide-stopband Bandpass Filter 
For being employed in future applications like wireless data acquisition systems, the operation 
frequency of proposed filter should be set within 800 - 950 MHz, thus, this filter could be 
integrated with the classic GSM devices (i.e. GSM frequency synthesizers, amplifiers, 
directional couplers and etc.). As the adjustments of ACS and open-circuited stubs' length have 
bad influence on return loss, the return loss should be set better than 30 dB (ripple 0.004 dB) for 
reserving adjusting margins. The order of filter is set as three for 20 dB attenuation in stopband 
and relative compact size. Thus, the performance of wide-stopband bandpass filter should be 
designed as follows: 
 
Table 2.1: The target performance of proposed filter 
 Parameters 
Type Chebyshev 
Operation frequency 870 MHz 
Bandwidth 810 MHz - 930 MHz 
Ripple 0.004 dB 
Order 3 
Stopband attenuation 20 dB 
Stopband width f0 - 20 f0 (18 GHz, K-band) 
f0: fundamental resonance. 
2.2 Technical Problems in Design of Wide-Stopband Bandpass Filter 
As the proposed filter needs a lot of fine-adjustments to realize compact size, the lumped 
chip components cannot be employed, thus, this filter is built based on distributed 
components like SIRs and open-circuited stubs. 
With the stopband extended to 18 GHz, the relative dielectric constant of substrate is changing 
as its frequency dependency, therefore, the frequency response becomes unpredictable, the 
simulated performance would be different from the measurement significantly. For example, 
due to the datasheet of MEGTRON7(N)[50], the relative dielectric constant at 1 GHz can be 
found as 3.4 while 3.3 at 10 GHz. this makes the harmonics shift to higher band. 
1) Due to the extremely wide stopband response needs to be simulated, classic design 
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methods of filter cannot be applied to predict the harmonics. For example, in 
conventional designs, if the attenuation at 8 GHz response cannot meet the design 
requirements, structure will be adjusted for improving, however, the attenuation at 13 
GHz may get worse, thus, the adjustments and simulations become exhausting and 
useless. New method, which could suppress all harmonics at the same time within wide 
span, should be proposed and verified in this thesis.  
2) As the span of target stopband is very wide, the simulation will cost a relatively longer 
time, the adjustments based on simulations would need a lot of time as well, good 
balance should be taken to save time and rise the simulations’ accuracy. 
3) As the theoretical calculations and simulations cannot predict some special harmonics, 
the practical circuit must contain some components which can be adjusted. 
2.3 Main Methods Used in This Thesis 
For realizing the wide-stopband bandpass response while getting the minimized size, the 
design methods are: 
1) Dissimilar quarter-wave SIRs, which have less harmonics and small sizes, are 
designed based on extremely low Rz, uniform impedance open-circuited stubs are 
attached on them for adjusting the distribution of harmonics. 
2) The asymmetric coupling structure, which can both ignore the relative dielectric 
constant frequency dependency characteristics of substrate and suppress all harmonics 
at the same time, is proposed. 
3) Schematic models of SIRs, Qe, coefficient coupling extractions, and ACS structure are 
built to predict the performance of proposed filters. 
2.4 Quarter-wave Stepped Impedance Resonators 
The classic half-wave uniform impedance resonators (UIRs) [50] are widely applied in filters’ 
designs as their simple structures and predictable frequency response. The half-wave UIR’s 
harmonics' distribution is shown in Fig. 2.1. 
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Fig. 2.1 The harmonics modes' distribution of half-wave UIR 
 
Fourteen harmonics modes are distributed within 0 - 18 GHz, it is too difficult to scatter all the 
modes. Moreover, the circuit size of the proposed filter becomes big, especially higher order is 
needed to increase the stopband attenuation. As the quarter-wave resonator both has half size 
and less harmonics, it should be an ideal resonator to deploy the proposed filter, however, the 
harmonic suppression of quarter-wave resonators is not good enough to match the requirements 
of wide-stopband response. 
For suppressing the harmonics that could cause bad influence on RF systems, a lot of filters 
are designed, one of the most famous filters is SIRs filters, they are proposed by Doctor M. 
Makimoto and Professor S. Yamashita. The SIRs contain at least two transmission lines with 
differential characteristic impedances, thus, besides tuning the electrical length and impedance 
of lines, the ratio of differential impedance (Rz) could also be applied to tune the response of 
resonators. For example, by tuning the second harmonic to shift to higher band, a wider 
stopband response could be realized. Moreover, by using SIRs, the circuit size could also be 
reduced significantly as well. With these advantages, the SIRs are developing rapidly. 
In this thesis, quarter-wave SIRs are proposed to deploy filter, for taking full advantage of 
them, an admittance model is shown in Fig. 2.2, it has the half electrical length of half-wave 
SIRs by connect one end to ground. 
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Fig. 2.2 The admittance model of quarter-wave SIR 
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Its admittance, which can be used to extract resonance properties, can be obtained by equation 
(2-1) [7]. With choosing θ1 = θ2 = θ, impedance ratio Rz = Y1 / Y2, the equation can be simplified 
as  
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when Yin = 0, the resonant property of quarter-wave SIR can be obtained. 
The second harmonic fsQ of quarter-wave SIR can be obtained by equation (2-3): 
                  (2-3)
 
when Rz = 0.13, the SIR can be treated as UIR, therefore, the fsQ = 3 f0 obviously, where the f0 
represents the fundamental resonance and θ0 is the electrical length of f0, the θsQ is the 
electrical length of fsQ. 
As a comparison, with setting Rz = 0.13, the resonance property of quarter-wave SIR is shown 
in Fig. 2.3. 
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Fig. 2.3 Harmonics modes' distribution of quarter-wave SIR 
 
The fundamental resonance is 898 MHz, within 0 - 18 GHz, the harmonics of SIR is much less 
than the UIR's, the distances between modes are far enough for scattering. In further designs, 
the practical length of SIRs can be shortened to design higher band filters. For example, with 
shorter SIR and carefully designed Rz, similar harmonics modes' distribution can be obtained 
for designing wide-stopband bandpass 5G filter. 
2.5 SIRs Designed with Extremely Low Impedance Ratio (Rz) and Its Bad 
Influence 
With lower Rz, the harmonics will be shifted to higher band, the corresponding stopband 
upper limits can be extended. Thus, if the Rz was set as extremely low, the upper limits can be 
extended to extremely high. However, in practical designs of SIRs, unexpected harmonics are 
generated. For dealing with this technical problem, the theoretical calculations and practical 
shape should be taken into considerations, lower Rz makes the resonators’ shapes become 
more similar to a UIR as shown in Fig. 2.4, thus, their frequency responses should also get 
similar to UIR’s, the second harmonic should get lower and lower. A proper Rz should be 
selected to make the second harmonic generated at expected frequency band, moreover, the 
SIR should be cascaded by special coupling shape for avoiding the unexpected harmonics. 
For suppressing the harmonics and saving circuit size, a relatively low Rz is needed to be 
employed in SIRs' design. It is obvious that Rz should be set within 0.05 - 0.15 to make the 
second harmonic beyond 8 f0, which is a reasonable value as the reference papers show. By 
equations (2-1) and (2-3), it is obvious that with lowing the Rz, the stopband upper limit is 
extended and the circuit size is reduced significantly, however, lower Rz introduces 
unpredictable harmonics. 
As shown in Fig. 2.4, when the Rz gets lower, the thin (lower admittance) transmission line 
part of SIR becomes thinner and shorter. Thus, the electromagnetic energy of higher frequency 
can hardly flow into the thin part. The thick transmission line part of SIR can be treated as UIR, 
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thus, the resonant property of original SIR is mainly influenced by it. Some resonances, which 
cannot be predicted by SIR theories, are introduced. With Rz set as 0.086, the calculated and 
simulated resonant properties are shown in Table 2.2. 
 
 
Fig. 2.4 The SIR practical shapes' changing from high Rz to low Rz 
 
Table 2.2: The theoretical calculated and simulated resonant properties of SIR with Rz set as 
0.086 
 f0  
(GHz) 
2nd 
(GHz) 
3rd 
(GHz) 
4th 
(GHz) 
5th 
(GHz) 
6th 
(GHz) 
Calculated 0.875 8.68 10.42 18.23 19.98 - 
Simulated 0.865 5.25 8.57 9.9 10.99 15.47 
 
It is obvious that, with extremely low Rz, the simulated resonance property is much more 
complex than the calculated one as extra resonances generated at 5.25, 10.99, and 15.47 GHz. 
The current distributions of proposed SIR designed with extremely low Rz have been shown in 
Fig. 2.5. 
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Fig. 2.5 The current distribution of fundamental resonance and second harmonic on proposed 
SIR 
 
To 5.25 GHz harmonic, the thick transmission line part is acting as a UIR and the thin one 
almost gets no current flow into it. It is obvious that with extremely low Rz, the resonance 
property becomes complex, however, the resonators' size becomes smaller, moreover, the 
extremely low Rz has a supreme merit in harmonics' suppression and will be introduced in 
following sections. 
In this theme, for miniaturizing the circuit size, the proposed filter is composed by three 
quarter-wave SIRs designed with extremely low Rzs, the complex harmonics could be 
suppressed by the asymmetric coupling structures will be introduced in section 2.10. 
 
 
Fig. 2.6 SIR and its thick part 
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Fig. 2.7 Simulated responses of proposed SIR and its thick transmission line part as shown in 
Fig. 2.6 
 
The resonance properties of proposed SIR and its thick transmission line part are shown in Fig. 
2.7, it is obvious that the second harmonic of SIR is coming from its thick part, thus, when 
cascading the resonators, the thin parts of SIRs should be clustered close to each other while the 
thick parts should be separated. 
2.6 Harmonics Suppression by Using Dissimilar SIRs 
Classic filters contain several resonators that have identical electrical characteristics, therefore, 
the electromagnetic energy can be coupled and propagated within them. For filter designed 
based on dissimilar resonators, their fundamental resonances should be arranged identically 
while the harmonics modes should be arranged into each other’s reject zones, and if all 
harmonics were properly arranged, the stopband can be extended to infinity, however, due to 
the expected stopband is very wide, some inevitable harmonics modes couple with each other, 
thus, the dissimilar SIRs should be carefully designed. 
In this research, the proposed filter contains two types SIRs, their HFSS models are shown in 
Fig. 2.8, SIRs (A) are the side resonators, which would be loaded with open-circuited stubs, and 
set on left and right side of the proposed filter, the SIR (B) is the middle resonator. Both of them 
are designed with extremely low Rz. The SIRs (A) and (B) are dissimilar resonators for 
suppressing the harmonics. The Rz of SIRs (A) is 0.133 while the (B)'s is 0.086, and the 
connection parts of thin and thick transmission lines of SIR (A)s is upwards while the (B)'s is 
in the middle. And for realizing of asymmetric coupling structure and compact size, the sizes 
and shapes of SIRs (A) and (B) will not be changing in future adjustment. 
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Fig. 2.8 Proposed two types SIRs of side and middle resonators 
2.7 Unexpected Harmonic Introduced by Dissimilar SIRs 
With lower Rz, the second harmonic of Middle (B) SIR is higher than the one of Side (A), 
the span between Middle (B)’s fundamental resonance and second harmonics is nearly 9 f0, 
relative wide reject zones can be prepared for suppressing Side (A)’s harmonics modes. The 
theoretical calculations of Side (A) and Middle (B) SIRs’ resonant properties are shown in 
Table 2.3. 
 
Table 2.3 The theoretical calculations of SIRs’ resonant properties 
 f0 
(GHz) 
2nd 
(GHz) 
3rd 
(GHz) 
4th 
(GHz) 
5th 
(GHz) 
Side (A) 0.875 6.97 8.72 14.83 16.58 
Middle (B) 0.873 8.68 10.42 18.23 19.98 
 
 
Fig. 2.9 The simulated frequency response of ideal side and middle SIRs 
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The Middle SIR is designed with extremely low Rz around 0.086 which forces the second 
harmonic mode to shift to 8.68 GHz (10 ƒ0). Relative higher Rz of the side SIR has been set as 
0.133 to make second harmonic shift to 6.97 GHz (8 ƒ0) which has been positioned in rejection 
zones of middle SIR. Thus, the second harmonics of middle and side SIRs could be scattered, 
however, as shown in Fig. 2.9, the second harmonic mode of (B) is very close to the third 
harmonic mode of (A), thus, their coupling support unexpected pass-band. Moreover, as 
analyzed and simulated resonant property shown in section 2.5, when designed with extremely 
low Rz, some harmonics are generated around 5.25 GHz, more harmonics would be generated 
at the higher stopband. For scattering the harmonics which closed to each other, the 
open-circuited stubs are needed to be loaded on the proposed resonators. 
2.8 SIRs Loaded with Open-Circuited Stubs 
As analyzed in sections 2.2 and 2.7, the left and right (A)s have the identical resonant 
properties that will be difficult to be scattered. Moreover, in practical design, both the designing 
and adjustments of SIRs with differential Rz are difficult, thus, open-circuited stubs, which can 
be easily designed, are employed to redistribute the harmonics, moreover, if the practical 
manufactured filter had some unpredictable harmonics generated in its stopband, it would not 
be able to etch the resonators as their complex structure shapes. Therefore, a very simple shape 
structure is needed to be designed for realizing the adjustments. The uniform admittance 
transmission line open-circuited stub is an ideal structure as it can be adjusted by sticking up or 
cutting off copper conductor line. 
With extremely low Rz, the second and higher harmonics modes have a length that much 
shorter than the one of fundamental resonance. Thus, with open-circuited stubs loaded to 
proper positions on SIRs, the stubs dramatically influence the harmonics modes’ distribution. 
With scattering and shifting the harmonics modes into reject zones, harmonics can be 
suppressed. 
For scattering the harmonics distribution accurately, the harmonics modes’ position in 
stopband should be predicted carefully. In this section, the equation of resonance property is 
derived by the classic admittance analysis. As the differential open-circuited stubs have their 
own corresponding resonance properties, only two dissimilar stubs are needed for scattering the 
harmonics of the identical side SIRs. In other words, dissimilar open-circuited stubs are loaded 
to same SIR to differentiate their electrical characteristics and harmonics responses, the 
schematic circuit of open-circuited stub loaded SIR is shown in Fig. 2.10. 
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Fig. 2.10 Schematic structure of open-circuited stub loaded SIR for extracting resonance 
property 
 
With open-circuited stub loaded on the SIR, choosing the admittance Y1 = Y2 = Y3 and length 
θ1 + θ3 = θ4 to simplify the calculation, the input admittance can be obtained by equation (2-4), 
when Yin = 0, the ƒ0 and ƒHs can be obtained. 
4 1 2 3 4 1 2 1 3 1 4 3 4
1 2 4 1 3 4 1 2 3 4 3
(tan tan tan tan tan tan tan tan tan tan tan tan )
tan tan tan tan tan tan tan tan tan tan tan
z z z z
in
z z z z
Y j R R R R
Y
R R R R
           
          
  − − − − +
=
+ + − − (2-4)
 
According to equation (2-4), the ƒ0 is mainly determined by θ1, θ3 and θ4, the total number of 
polynomial terms of numerator is six, and the θ2, which related to open-circuited stub's length l2, 
only be contained in two terms while θ1, θ3 and θ4 contained in at least three terms. Moreover, θ2 
is always contained in terms tanθ1*tanθ2, which means the influence of open-circuited stubs 
can be weakened by shortening the length of l1, in other words, the influence of open-circuited 
stub can be weakened when attached near to the grounded via. By the basic theory of MSL, it is 
obvious that if the open-circuited stubs were loaded on places where get strong current 
distribution, little current would flow into the stubs, thus, they will have little influence on f0's 
electrical length. 
Simulations are made to verify above analyses. 
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Fig. 2.11 The open-circuited stubs' influence on side SIRs 
 
Fig. 2.12 The frequency response of SIR with open-circuited stubs 
 
As shown in Fig. 2.11, little f0's current flows into the open-circuited stub as it almost keeps 
blue, with the current of second harmonic flowing into open-circuited stub, its color gets green. 
The second harmonic’s electrical length was changed to make the harmonics shifted. This 
verified that the second harmonic accepts much more influence from the changing of the 
open-circuited stub's length. It is necessary to be mentioned that the higher harmonics would 
accept more influence than the second harmonic. As this method shows, the changing 
tendencies of harmonics are much more dramatic than fundamental resonance’s due to their 
relative shorter electric length. As a verification shown in Fig. 2.12, with open-circuited stub 
loaded, the simulations show that harmonics within 3 - 13 GHz are changed dramatically. 
2.9 Influence of Open-Circuited Stubs 
2.9.1 Influence of open-circuited stubs’ loaded position 
The open-circuited stubs are expected to have no influence on f0, the loaded positions of 
open-circuited stubs should be designed carefully. Moreover, their influences will get stronger 
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when the loaded position shifted from the grounded via. 
It can be considered that, if open-circuited stubs were loaded on the narrow parts of SIR, 
they would not influence f0, meanwhile their influences on harmonics are various but much 
more dramatically. Moreover, comparing to design dissimilar SIRs, open-circuited stubs have 
a much easier shape to be designed, thus, this method can be considered as effective way for 
suppressing. 
As analyzed in section 2.8 and the equation (2-4) shows, with different θ1 and θ3, the Yin would 
be obtained as different values, thus, the resonant properties would be different. For estimating 
the distributions of harmonics, selecting l2 ≡ 1 mm, and l1 + l3 ≡ 11.2 mm, where the ln is 
denoted as the practical length, the relationship between them and the electric length is θn = β*ln, 
where β represents the propagation constant. The loaded positions can be shifted by changing 
the l3, the calculations and simulations are shown in Table 2.4. 
Table 2.4: The theoretical calculations of SIRs’ resonant properties with changing the loaded 
position of open-circuited stubs 
 Resonance (GHz) 
l3 (mm) f0 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th 
0 0.874 6.71 8.43 14.49 16.42 22.43 
1 0.874 6.67 8.43 14.76 16.36 21.38 
2 0.874 6.66 8.47 14.8 16.3 24.03 
3 0.873 6.68 8.53 14.53 16.11 22.46 
4 0.873 6.73 8.62 14.17 16.09 22.57 
5 0.872 6.79 8.69 14.05 16.24 21.68 
6 0.872 6.86 8.72 14.28 16.48 21.3 
7 0.871 6.92 8.7 14.66 16.55 22.28 
       
Change Rate 0.34% 3.12% 3.2% 5.34% 2.85% 12.8% 
 
As calculations show, with shifting the loaded position from the grounded via, the 
fundamental resonance is almost unchanged while the amounts of harmonics’ change are below 
5.34% and ignorable. The harmonics accept influence with changing l3, however, the changing 
rates of harmonics are relatively lower than expectations. It is obvious that the adjustment of 
loaded position is not the best choice for scattering the harmonics. 
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Fig. 2.13 The loaded position's influence on distribution of current at f0 (with l2 set as 5 mm) 
 
Moreover, as shown in Fig. 2.13, the fundamental resonance f0's current distributions of thin 
parts of side resonators’ transmission lines are very strong (low in voltage). With changing the 
loaded position, the current distribution and intensity are almost identical, thus, the f0 would not 
accept influence by changing l3 (for obtaining obvious change tendency the l2 is set as 5 mm). 
Simulations are made to evaluate the influence of the loaded positions as shown in Fig. 2.14. 
For showing the harmonics’ sensitivity to the changing of l3, l3 was changing within a narrow 
range 1.9 - 3.1 mm, as the results show, the harmonics of 5 GHz and 11 - 14 GHz are very 
sensitive to l3 just as the Table 2.4 shows. 
 
 
Fig. 2.14 The harmonics' sensitivity versus l3 
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2.9.2 Influence of open-circuited stubs’ length 
As analyzed above, the adjustment of the open-circuited stubs’ length l2 is the best choice for 
scattering the harmonics modes. As shown in equation (2-4), for saving the calculation time and 
simplifying the equation, the admittance of open-circuited stubs is denoted identically with the 
thin parts of resonator. The resonant properties of open-circuited stub loaded SIRs are decided 
by the length of stubs and the Rz. As the open-circuited stubs work as extensions, all of the 
resonances’ electric length would be extended, longer the open-circuited stubs are, lower the 
resonances should be. 
Selecting Rz as 0.133 and l3 = 7 mm with changing the length l2, the theoretical calculations of 
SIR are shown in Table 2.5. 
 
Table 2.5 The theoretical calculations of SIRs’ resonant properties with Rz set as 0.133 
 Resonance (GHz) 
l2 (mm) f0 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th 
0 0.863 6.88 8.61 14.63 16.35 22.37 
1 0.863 6.59 8.311 14.5 16.33 21.32 
2 0.862 6.23 8.11 14.3 16.3 18.9 
3 0.861 5.84 7.97 13.84 16 16.67 
4 0.86 5.43 7.86 12.77 15.13 16.4 
5 0.859 5.02 7.77 11.6 14.81 16.37 
6 0.858 4.64 7.69 10.7 14.66 16.35 
7 0.857 4.29 7.61 10.02 14.53 16.32 
       
Change Rate 0.70% 60.37% 13.14% 46.01% 12.53% 37.07% 
 
Changing the l2 will only cause 0.7% change of f0, while the second will be changed 
dramatically as 60.37%, the other harmonics can be changed at least 12.53%, the second, fourth 
and sixth harmonics can be tuned dramatically, the third and fifth can still be tuned in a 
reasonable range. 
According to Table 2.5, the l2 should be selected as 4 - 7 mm to scatter the harmonics of side 
and middle SIRs. 
Simulations of practical models as shown in Fig. 2.8 are carried out and shown in Fig. 2.15 
for verifying the calculations. 
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Fig. 2.15 Simulations of different l2 and their harmonics distributions 
 
As shown in Fig. 2.15: 
1) With setting l2 = 0 mm, the side (A) can be equivalent to resonators which have no 
open-circuited stubs loaded, ƒ0s are overlap with each other perfectly (the difference will 
be smaller than 6 MHz), some ƒHs of (A) are overlapping with the (B)'s.  
2) With setting l2 = 3 mm, the ƒHs around 8.5 GHz are overlapping with each other, ƒHs 
around 15 GHz may support some harmonics bands.  
3) With setting l2 = 5 and 7 mm, the ƒHs are almost scattered from each other in reasonable 
distances. 
4) Unexpected harmonics are generated, therefore, the resonant properties become very 
complicated, with the open-circuited stub loaded to the SIR (A), the harmonics can be 
shifted dramatically, the fundamental resonance is almost unchanged just the same as 
theoretical calculations show, moreover, when l2 changed from 3 to 7 mm the third and 
fourth harmonics of side (A) were attenuated significantly. 
It is obvious that the SIRs have 17 harmonics modes (including modes of two SIR (A)s and 
one SIR (B)) within 0 - 18 GHz. By loading the open-circuited stubs, resonance modes become 
controllable, however, due to the ƒHs are concentrating on the higher band, some harmonics 
cannot be scattered with enough distance. 
The rejection bands of middle SIR (B) between the first and second, third and fourth 
harmonics have bandwidths wider than 3 GHz that are quite flexible for scattering side SIR 
(A)'s fourth and fifth harmonics into them. 
2.9.3 Enhancing the influence of open-circuited stubs on harmonics 
In this thesis, by employing an extremely low Rz, the second ƒH > 8ƒ0 can be realized easily, 
the ƒ0’s θ2 is significantly longer than the one of second ƒH, i.e., when l2 = 7 mm, the electrical 
length of open-circuited stub is 0.0065 at 0.87 GHz. Thus, the equation (2-4) can be treated as 
no θ2 terms contained (as no open-circuited stubs loaded). The electric length of ƒH (7 GHz) can 
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be treated as 0.5 which makes the value of tanθ2 becomes infinity. Therefore, adjusting l2 will 
influence the harmonics much stronger than the ƒ0. 
The lower Rz would make the harmonics get higher while their electrical lengths get shorter, 
thus, suffer more influence from stubs' length. Theoretical calculated open-circuited stub’s 
influences on second harmonic versus Rz are shown in Fig. 2.16. When Rz = 0.1, with selecting 
l2 = 1 and 10 mm respectively, the second harmonics are generated at 8.1 and 3.67 GHz, when 
Rz = 0.9, the harmonics are generated at 2.78 and 2.58 GHz. As analyzed in section 2.5, 
extremely low Rz causes more unexpected harmonics, thus, the value of Rz should be denoted 
within 0.05 - 0.15 (for easy realizing and unexpected harmonics suppression). 
 
 
Fig. 2.16 Theoretical calculated open-circuited stub’s influence on second harmonic versus Rz 
2.9.4 External quality factor Qe extraction of SIR with open-circuited stubs 
Since the Qe is needed to be extracted for evaluating the coupling between in/output feed lines 
and resonators, a Qe extraction model is built as shown in Fig. 2.17. 
 
Fig. 2.17 Schematic structure for extracting Qe 
 
Qe can be obtained by equation (2-5)[52]: 
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                      (2-5) 
where Ys is the characteristic admittance of in/output transmission lines which equals to 0.02 S, 
YinQex is the input admittance, 0 represents fundamental angular frequency. With choosing Y1 = 
Y2 = Y3 = Y4, the length θ1 + θ3 + θ4 = θ5, and Rz = Y1 / Y5, YinQex can be simplified to a polynomial 
with eighteen terms as equation (2-6), the influence of open-circuited stubs could be analyzed 
by this equation. 
Qe is mainly determined by θ1, θ3, θ4 and θ5, θ2 is contained in four terms in numerator while 
two in denominator while the others θn contained in at least nine terms. Moreover, the tanθ2 
always shows itself with tanθ1, the influence of open-circuited stubs can be weakened by 
minimizing θ1. 
(2-6) 
Above all analyses strongly suggest that the length changing of open-circuited stub has little 
influence on fundamental resonance and Qe while the harmonics could be shifted as will. It is 
very flexible in practical circuit tuning by changing the microstrip copper line length l2 to 
scatter the harmonics. 
2.9.5 Influence of port's loaded position on Qe 
The fundamental resonance’s energy is concentrating on the narrow part of SIR, the loading 
position influences the coupling between ports and SIRs, if the stubs were loaded near the 
ground vias, coupling would get stronger. 
With changing θ1, θ3 and θ4, the feeding position of ports could be changed, thus, the matching 
would be influenced. For investigating the influence, an ADS (Keysight Advanced Design 
System 2014) simulation model of Qe extraction is shown in Fig. 2.18. Selecting l1 ≡ 5 mm, l2 
≡ 4 mm, and l3 + l4 ≡ 7 mm, with changing l4, the loaded position can be controlled. The 
theoretical calculations and simulations are shown in Figs. 2.18 and 2.19 respectively. 
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Fig. 2.18 The ADS simulation model of Qe extraction 
 
Table 2.6: The theoretical calculations and simulations of Qe versus l4’s length 
l4 (mm) Calculated Qe Simulated Qe 
0 2.47 3.36 
1 2.96 3.45 
2 3.63 3.99 
3 4.55 4.9 
4 5.89 6.53 
5 7.94 8.1 
6 11.29 11.8 
7 17.35 17.2 
 
 
Fig. 2.19 Calculated and simulated results of Qe extraction 
 
The changing tendency of calculated and simulated results are consistent with each other, thus, 
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the equation is trustful to be used for calculating the Qe, moreover, it strongly suggests that with 
the ports' loaded position closing to the grounded via, the coupling between ports and SIRs is 
getting stronger. The influences of ports' loaded positions on the filter’s response are shown in 
Fig. 2.20. The loaded position influences the harmonics' energy coupling between port and 
SIRs a lot while little influence on the one of f0. 
 
 
Fig. 2.20 Filter's frequency response versus l4’s length 
2.9.6 Influence of open-circuited stubs’ loaded position on Qe 
With selecting the l2 ≡ 5 mm, l4 ≡ 5 mm, and l1 + l3 ≡ 7 mm, by changing l1, the Qe can be 
obtained as shown in Table. 2.7. 
 
Table 2.7: The theoretical calculations and simulations of Qe versus l1’s length 
l1 (mm) Calculated Qe Simulated Qe 
5 5.89 6.53 
6 7.95 8.07 
7 7.96 8.35 
 
As shown in Fig. 2.18, when l1 > 7 mm, the relative position between ports and open-circuited 
stub will be changed (the stub will be loaded on the right side of port), the model would be 
disqualified. As analyzed in section 2.5.1, the open-circuited stubs should be loaded closed to 
the grounded via, thus, the value of l1 should bigger than 4 mm and smaller than 6 mm, in this 
range, the calculations and simulations are consistent with each other. 
2.9.7 Influence of open-circuited stubs’ length on Qe 
With selecting l1 ≡ 5 mm, l3 ≡ 2 mm and l4 ≡ 5 mm, by changing l2, the theoretical calculated 
and simulated influence (by ADS) are shown in Table 2.8 and Fig. 2.21 respectively. 
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Table 2.8: The theoretical calculations and simulations of Qe versus l2’s length 
l2 (mm) Calculated Qe Simulated Qe 
0 5.87 6.32 
1 5.88 6.40 
2 5.88 6.21 
3 5.89 6.21 
4 5.89 6.40 
5 5.9 6.40 
6 5.91 6.37 
7 5.91 6.26 
   
Change Rate  0.68% 3.06% 
 
 
Fig. 2.21 Simulations of Qe versus l2’s length 
 
The calculated Qes are within 5.87 - 5.91, which can be treated unchanged. It strongly suggests 
that the changing of l2 has little influence on Qe, while simulated Qes are 6.21 - 6.40, the 
calculations and simulations are consistent with each other. 
In practical design, the SIR and the feeding ports are folded to save the size, thus, the 
electromagnetic coupling and the resonant properties need to be analyzed by an HFSS 3D 
model as shown in Fig. 2.22. 
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Fig. 2.22 Folded SIR with open-circuited stub 
 
The calculations and simulations are shown in Fig. 2.23. 
 
Fig. 2.23 The calculations and simulations of HFSS model 
 
The calculations and simulations are consistent with each other, the folded SIR and port 
almost has no influence on the Qe. With changing l2, the Qes value are within 6.1 - 6.4, the 
change rate is only 4.92 % that is below the error ±5%, the change of Qe can be ignored. 
2.10 Asymmetric Coupling Structure (ACS) 
As analyzed in section 2.9.2, beyond 8 f0 the resonant properties of SIR become very complex, 
moreover, the substrates also show different relative dielectric constant caused by frequency 
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dependency. Since the size of filter circuit is compact, the distances between the SIRs are 
shorter than 1 mm, inevitable cross coupling is introduced and supports some harmonics’ 
pass-band. As the most important and efficient way for harmonics suppressing, the 
asymmetric coupling structure (ACS) method, which could suppress both the complex 
harmonics introduced by extremely low Rz and the influence of substrate, has been proposed in 
this thesis. 
For designing the ACS, the intensity and type of coupling between SIRs are needed to be 
evaluated and anticipated. A schematic circuit model of coupling structure between dissimilar 
quarter-wave SIRs is shown in Fig. 2.24, the open-circuited stub is unattached for evaluating 
the influence of ACS. 
It is needed to be mentioned that, comparing to the fundamental resonance’s electric length, 
the coupling structure of ACS is only shifted in a short distance. It is easy to be considered 
that the shift has little influence on fundamental resonance’s K, however, when l6 gets longer, 
the Side (A) SIR is closing to Middle (B) SIR, the corresponding K get stronger. 
 
Fig. 2.24 Schematic coupling structure of SIRs (A) and (B) 
 
Treating parallel coupled lines of coupling structure as a four ports circuit, the coupling 
coefficient constant K12 between SIRs (A) and (B) could be obtained by deriving the input 
admittance of parallel coupled lines as [53]: 
                           (2-7) 
where the  
          (2-8) 
bA is slope parameter of port A, and bB for port B, 
                          (2-9) 
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                         (2-10) 
YsumA and YsumB are the input admittances of port A and B, Y1in is the input admittance contains 
part of the side SIR which composed by transmission line sections Y1, Y3, and Y4, the Y6in is the 
short-circuited stub paralleled with port 2 just as shown in Fig. 2.24, the equations of Y1in and 
Y6in can be obtained as follow: 
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Ycp11 and Ycp22, which represent the input admittances of port 1 and 2 of coupled line, can be 
obtained by calculating the admittance matrix. 
As shown in Fig. 2.24, port 4 of parallel coupled line is grounded by via, the value of the Ycp11 
and Ycp22 can be obtained as follow: 
                        (2-13) 
                         (2-14) 
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2.10.1 Theoretical calculation of theoretical coupling coefficient constant 
With selecting lcp ≡ 4 mm, l6 + l7 ≡ 4.7 mm, with changing l6, the relative position 
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between the SIRs can be changed, thus, the K can be tuned to realize the ACS. The theoretical 
calculations of K versus l6 are shown in Table. 2.9. 
 
Table 2.9: The theoretical calculations of ACS K without open-circuited stub 
 Resonance frequency (GHz) 
0.87 7.5 8.5 9.5 10.5 11.5 12.5 13.5 14.5 15.5 16.5 17.5 
 
 
 
l6 
(mm) 
0.5 -0.080 0.075 -0.114 -0.095 -0.002 0.0123 0.025 0.036 0.019 0.005 0 -0.017 
1 -0.087 0.075 -0.115 -0.083 -0.026 0.006 0.030 0.049 0.031 0.011 0.016 0.002 
1.5 -0.090 0.066 -0.106 -0.074 -0.013 -0.012 0.025 0.056 0.040 0.016 0.033 0.023 
2 -0.092 0.053 -0.093 -0.066 -0.006 -0.01 -0.030 0.045 0.046 0.021 0.048 0.042 
2.5 -0.093 0.036 -0.078 -0.059 0.000 -0.009 -0.029 -0.048 0.042 0.024 0.06 0.057 
3 -0.094 0.018 -0.059 -0.051 0.004 -0.007 -0.026 -0.058 -0.042 0.025 0.066 0.068 
3.5 -0.095 -0.003 -0.038 -0.042 0.008 -0.005 -0.021 -0.052 -0.048 -0.026 0.037 0.071 
4 -0.095 -0.026 -0.015 -0.033 0.012 -0.003 -0.015 -0.041 -0.041 -0.024 -0.063 0.006 
4.5 -0.095 -0.051 0.009 -0.022 0.015 0 -0.009 -0.028 -0.030 -0.018 -0.059 -0.068 
 
Choosing X.5 GHz as the typical frequency to estimate the K variation tendency of the band X 
- X + 1 GHz roughly (i.e. 7.5 GHz for band 7 to 8 GHz), with dividing the K of harmonics (KH) 
which has same variation tendency into same group, four groups can be obtained, the K of 
corresponding frequencies bands can be anticipated for designing the ACS for suppressing. 
With selecting l6 > 2.5 mm, the K of the fundmental resonance is almost unchanged and much 
bigger than harmonics'. Moreover, the KHs of harmonics are changing dramatically as they have 
much shorter electrical length. 
 
 
Fig. 2.25 Theoretical calculated K variation tendency versus l6 as 0.87, 7.5, 8.5 and 9.5 GHz 
 
According to Fig. 2.25, to 7.5, 8.5, and 9.5 GHz, they have same variation tendency of 
changing from tight to loose coupling as calculated by equation (2-7). To 7.5 and 8.5 GHz, with 
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l6 set as 3 and 4.5 mm respectively, Ks of 7.5 GHz are -0.018 and 0.05, Ks of 8.5 GHz are -0.05 
and 0.01, thus, ACS could be realized to suppress the harmonics. From 7 to 10 GHz, l6 should 
be set as 4.5 mm to realize relative looser coupling between SIR (A) and (B). 
 
Fig. 2.26 Theoretical calculated K variation tendency versus l6 as 0.87, 10.5, and 11.5 GHz 
 
According to Fig. 2.26, to 10.5 and 11.5 GHz, all of their KHs are below 0.026 which mean 
relative looser coupling between SIRs than other harmonics, l6 should be set as 3.5 - 4.5 mm to 
make KHs below 0.015. 
 
 
Fig. 2.27 Theoretical calculated K variation tendency versus l6 as 0.87, 12.5, 13.5, 14.5 and 
15.5 GHz 
 
According to Fig. 2.27, to 12.5, 13.5, 14.5, and 15.5 GHz, their KHs change from positive to 
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negative. ACS can be realized, however, the KHs of 13.5 and 14.5 GHz are stronger than 0.0562, 
which mean considerable tighter coupling and no harmonic should be arranged into these bands, 
l6 should be set as 4.5 mm to weaken the KHs below 0.03. 
 
 
Fig. 2.28 Theoretical calculated K variation tendency versus l6 as 0.87, 16.5, and 17.5 GHz 
 
According to Fig. 2.28, to 16.5 and 17.5 GHz, KHs are changing from negative to positive and 
back to negative coupling. Since their KHs could be tighter than 0.04 as l6 set as 3.5 mm, and 
tighter than -0.06 as l6 set as 4.0 to 4.5 mm, ACS could be realized. 
  2.10.2 Simulations of coupling coefficient constant 
As the coupling structure proposed in Fig. 2.24 and section 2.10, only the parallel coupled 
line act as coupling structure between dissimilar SIRs, however, the gap between parallel 
coupled lines is only 0.2 mm which is much narrower than the distance between the other 
coupling parts of the SIRs, the parallel coupled lines play a significant role in electromagnetic 
energy propagating, thus, it is very necessary to get a clear understand of the type and 
intensity of coupling of the parallel coupled lines. For extracting the coupling structure 
precisely, an HFSS model, which shown in Fig. 2.29, has been built with grounded vias and 
perfect electric conductor (PEC) wall set between side and middle SIRs for shielding the 
coupling between the high admittance transmission line sections, thus, same coupling 
structure shown in Fig. 2.24 (with l2 = 0) can be realized. With changing l6 (where l6 + l7 ≡ 
4.7 mm, lcp ≡4 mm), the coupling structure can be changed as to realizing different K. 
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Fig. 2.29 The 3D HFSS model for extracting K 
 
With l6 denoted as 4 mm, the response can be obtained as shown in Fig. 2.30. The K is 
obtained as 0.109, as shown in Fig. 2.31, the phase difference between port 1 and port 2 is 90 
degrees, it suggests that the coupling is -0.109. 
 
 
Fig. 2.30 Simulated resonance modes for extracting K 
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Fig. 2.31 Simulated phase response of coupling structure for investigating coupling type 
 
Fig. 2.32 Theoretical calculated and simulated K versus l6 without open-circuited stub loaded 
 
For getting a full understand of coupling structure, theoretical calculations of Ks, simulated 
Ks with PEC and GND wall set, and simulated Ks without PEC and GND wall set are shown 
in Fig. 2.32. The calculations and the simulations show agreement in variation tendency. Owing 
to the compact circuit shape, besides the parallel coupled lines as shown in Fig. 2.24, 
inevitable coupling is generated between resonators’ other transmission lines, thus, the 
simulated Ks are tighter than theoretically calculated one. According to the phase of |S21|, 
shifting the SIRs (A) up or downwards (to realize the ACS), the coupling type of fundamental 
resonance keeps negative. With selecting l6 = 4 mm the fundamental K obtained by simulation 
is -0.109, while -0.17 without grounded vias and PEC wall. Thus, as the designed K is 0.142, 
enough K can be provided for realizing target pass-band width. 
Moreover, the gap between Side (A) and Middle (B) SIRs is changed for realizing different 
Ks, thus, the pass-band width can be changed for various applications. 
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2.10.3 Synthesis of ACS suppression 
There are magnetic and electric coupling generated between resonators. Treating the positive 
coupling as magnetic coupling and the negative as electric, it is obvious that the 
electromagnetic energy which coupled by mutual inductors (magnetic coupling) can hardly be 
coupled by mutual capacitors (electric coupling) as shown in Fig. 2.33 [54], therefore, the 
harmonics could be suppressed. With the left coupling structure arranged electrically while 
the right one magnetically, the harmonics' energy, which coupled through capacitors, will be 
shielded by the inductors, thus, the harmonics are attenuated by the ACS. With carefully 
calculations and simulations, a proper ACS can be decided and employed to suppress 
harmonics in wide bands. 
To verify this method, an ideal ADS schematic coupling model is shown in Fig. 2.34. 
 
 
Fig. 2.33 Schematic coupling structure in reference [54] 
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Fig. 2.34 Ideal schematic model of ACS for investigating the attenuation ( R= 37154, L= 
1.93 nH, and C= 17.51pF) 
 
This schematic contains RLC elements to represent resonators, ideal transmission lines to 
represent coupling structures between resonators. The TL2 between the resonators is set as 
-90 degrees to realize the electric coupling while the TL3 set as the 90 degrees for magnetic 
coupling, the impedance Z12 and Z23 are set to realize the coupling intensity [54]. Simulation 
results are shown in Fig. 2.35. 
 
Fig. 2.35 The simulations of the schematic model proposed in Fig. 2.34 
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The pure electric (negative) or magnetic (positive) coupling cannot attenuate the second 
harmonic, while the mixed coupling method can cause a 7 dB attenuation. This strongly 
suggests that ACS performs well in harmonic suppression. 
2.10.4 Simulations of ACS influence on filter 
As shown in Fig. 2.36, two HFSS models have been built to evaluate the influence of ACS. 
 
 
Fig. 2.36 Proposed filter coupling structure. (a) Proposed symmetric coupling structure with 
PEC wall and GND vias. (b) Proposed asymmetric coupling structure by shifting left stepped 
impedance resonator 1 mm downward with PEC wall and GND vias 
 
Fig. 2.37 Simulations of proposed symmetric and asymmetric coupling structure with PEC 
wall and GND vias 
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Fig. 2.38 Simulations of proposed symmetric and asymmetric coupling structure without PEC 
wall and GND vias 
 
As shown in Figs. 2.37 and 2.38, with proposed ACS, the pass-band of symmetric and 
asymmetric filters are identically overlapping with each other, has strongly suggests that the 
ACS almost has no influence on f0’s K. Moreover, with ACS, according to Fig. 2.37, 1 - 13.7 
GHz and 15.2 - 17.2 GHz, the blue line of asymmetric is under the red line of symmetric 
coupling structure. According to Fig. 2.38, attenuation of 2 - 9 GHz is increased more than 3 
dB, the harmonics around 9.4 GHz is about 6.5 dB weaker. It is obvious that all the harmonics' 
pass-bands are broken and only some harmonics' spurs remaining. With changing the length of 
open-circuited stub l2, these spurs could be shifted to SIR's reject zones and attenuated. 
2.11 Influence of Open-Circuited Stubs on Coupling Structure 
With open-circuited stubs loaded, the resonant properties would be influenced, thus, the 
coupling coefficient K is needed to be evaluated for anticipating the bandwidth of pass-band. 
Due to the relative shorter electric length of harmonics, the l2 would have stronger influence on 
them while little influence on f0’s K. By setting left l2 = right l2 = 5 mm and left l2 = right l2 = 7 
mm respectively, the simulation results can be obtained as shown in Fig. 2.39. 
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Fig. 2.39 The open-circuited stubs' influence on coupling structure 
 
With changing l2, the pass-bands are overlapping with each other identically which strongly 
suggests that the open-circuited stubs have little influence on f0’s K, meanwhile, the amplitudes 
of harmonics are different, it is strongly suggested that the open-circuited can influence the 
harmonics dramatically. As different open-circuited stubs will be loaded to side SIRs, the dl2, 
which represents the difference between left and right stubs (dl2 = Right l2 - Left l2), is needed 
to be decided. If the dl2 between left and right loaded open-circuited stubs was big, the 
harmonics modes would be shifted dramatically, the corresponding resonance properties would 
be too complex to be designed. Thus, the coupling structure of harmonics accepts strong 
influence of open-circuited stubs. Thus, in this research, a relative lower dl2 between left and 
right stubs is set as 0.5 mm, the corresponding electric length are shown in Table. 2.10. 
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Table 2.10 : dl2's electrical length at different resonances 
 Relative electric length of dl2 = 0.5 mm 
(dl2 = Right l2 - Left l2) Resonance 
@ 2 GHz 0.0055 λg 
@ 4 GHz 0.011 λg 
@ 6 GHz 0.017 λg 
@ 8 GHz 0.022 λg 
@ 10 GHz 0.0275 λg 
@ 12 GHz 0.033 λg 
@ 14 GHz 0.039 λg 
@ 16 GHz 0.043 λg 
@ 18 GHz 0.05 λg 
 
The harmonics are mainly generated around 4 - 11 GHz, the dl2 of them are relative shorter 
than 0.033 λg which has a little influence on their Ks. 
2.12 Synthesis of Wide-Stopband Bandpass Filter 
With knowing the resonance properties of SIRs, the influence of open-circuited stubs, and the 
ACS’s harmonic suppression characteristics, the wide-stopband bandpass filter can be 
synthesized by theoretical calculations and CAD simulations. 
2.12.1 The determination of ripple 
As the coupling of the proposed filter will be arranged asymmetrically, moreover, with 
adjusting the open-circuited stubs to suppress the harmonics, the return loss |S11| will be 
changed, thus, the voltage standing wave ratio (VSWR) is changed as well. If the VSWR 
degrades beyond 1.5 (|S11| worse than 15 dB), the ports will be heat by the electromagnetic 
wave which causes the copper separated from the substrate. Thus, the ripple has been set to 
0.004 dB and the |S11| can be obtained as 30 dB as shown in Fig. 2.40. After adjusting, the |S11| 
degrades to 17.2 dB as shown in final measurement. 
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Fig. 2.40 The frequency response of in-band 0.004 dB ripple of model simulation 
2.12.2 The coupling structure of proposed filter 
For avoiding the harmonics introduced by unnecessary cross coupling, the simplest coupling 
structure is proposed as the Fig. 2.41. 
 
 
Fig. 2.41 The topology model of coupling structure 
 
However, as shown in Fig. 2.42, in the practical test of the circuit, since left SIR (A) is very 
closed to right SIR (A), an inevitable cross coupling will exist and generate a transmission zero 
at higher stopband, and its coupling model is shown in Fig. 2.43. 
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Fig. 2.42 The cross coupling between side SIRs 
 
Fig. 2.43 The practical topology model of coupling structure 
 
For investigating the cross coupling which generated between the side SIRs (A), as shown in 
Fig. 2.44, a simple schematic circuit model [54] is built to evaluate the coupling characteristics 
of proposed filter. The RLC circuits are represent the resonators, with R = 37154, L = 1.93 
nH, and C = 17.51pF for defining the characteristics of them, the ideal transmission line 
sections TL2 and TL3 between resoantors are set as -90 degrees for realizing electric coupling 
between SIRs (A) and (B). TL5 is set as 90 degrees for realizing magnetic cross coupling 
between left and right SIRs (A). TL1 and TL4 are set as 90 degrees for feeding the microwave 
energy from in/output ports to resonators. Its frequency response is shown in Fig. 2.45, the 
transmission zero could be obtained at 1.265 GHz. 
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Fig. 2.44 ADS equivalent schematic circuit of proposed filter [54] 
 
 
Fig. 2.45 The calculated frequency response of proposed filter shown in Fig. 2.44 
2.12.3 The realization of wide-stopband bandpass filter 
As methods proposed in above sections, the filter can be designed as the procedure shown in 
Fig. 2.46. The final practical sizes of components are decided as following reasons and shown 
in Table 2.11. 
1) By adopting a very low Rz, the length of the fundamental resonance is much longer than 
the one of the second harmonic resonance, thus, open-circuited stub and ACS influences 
on f0 can be dramatically weakened. 
2) With open-circuited stubs are set as 6.1 and 6.6 mm respectively, the modes of 
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harmonic resonances within 6 – 10 GHz can be scattered and suppressed. 
3) In order to weaken the coupling at 7.5 and 8.5 GHz, Left (A)-Middle (B) and Right 
(A)-Middle (B)’s l6s were set as 3.5 mm and 4.3 mm respectively. 
 
 
Fig. 2.46 Flowchart of design procedure 
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Table 2.11: Practical components' parameters 
 Parameters 
Resonators' Rz Rz of Side(A)s is 0.133 
Rz of Middle(B) is 0.086 
Length of open-circuited 
stubs 
l2 of Left Side(A) is 6.1 mm 
l2 of Right Side(A) is 6.6 mm 
The size of ACS 
(Length of l6) 
Left Side (A) -Middle (B) is 3.5 mm 
Right Side (A) -Middle (B) is 4.3 mm 
 
As shown in Table 2.11, in above analyses, for extending the second harmonic to higher 
band, Rzs are set as 0.133 and 0.086 respectively. With taking calculations and simulations 
into consideration, l2s of open-circuited stubs are set as 6.1 and 6.6 mm for scattering 
harmonics modes. For extending ACS suppression bands as wide as possible, l6s are set as 3.5 
and 4.3 mm. The final circuit size of proposed filter is shown in Fig. 2.47. The fabricated 
filter is shown in Fig. 2.48. The measurements and simulations of wide-band and pass-band 
are shown in Figs. 2.49 and 2.50 respectively. 
 
Fig. 2.47 Proposed filter 
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Fig. 2.48 Fabricated filter 
 
Fig. 2.49 Wide band frequency response of measured and simulated performance of the filter 
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Fig. 2.50 Pass-band frequency response of proposed filter 
 
The measured operation frequency of proposed filter is 866 MHz, the 3-dB fractional 
bandwidth is 14.1% from 0.794 to 0.916 GHz, in-band return loss |S11| is better than 17.2 dB, 
the minimum insertion loss |S21| is 1.52 dB, transmission zero, which is caused by cross 
coupling between side SIRs, is generated at 1.288 GHz. The attenuation of 0.962 to 17.6 GHz is 
better than 20 dB except a very weak harmonic generated at 11.32 GHz. The simulation and 
measurement of pass-band are consistent with each other, the theoretical analyses are verified. 
The practical size of proposed filter is 39×17.6 mm2, approximately 0.177×0.082 λg2. 
According to the datasheet of MEGTRON7(N), the relative dielectric constant becomes lower 
than 3.4 when the frequency above 2 GHz, the harmonics pass-bands are shifted to higher band 
as the measurement shows, however, these pass-bands are suppressed by ACS as analyzed in 
section 2.10 and the leftover harmonics’ spurs are shifted and suppressed by open-circuited 
stubs. 
Comparisons between proposed filter and references are shown in Table. 2.12. 
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Table 2.12: Comparisons of measured result with previous works 
Ref. f0 
(GHz) 
FBW 
 
S11 
(dB) 
IL 
(dB) 
At* 
(dB) 
fn(×f0) Size 
(λg2) 
Order 
[9] 1.5 10% 1 3 30 8.2 0.77×0.082 3 
[12] 2.01 12.6% 13.7 2.48 27.5 11.4 0.205×0.129 2 
[17] 1 42% 15 0.6 50 5.6 1.29×0.34 6 
[22] 1 6.5% 10 5.1 40 10 0.80×0.34 7 
[24] 0.55 76% 15.9 1.5 20 18 0.19×0.21 5 
[26] 2 12% 15 2.5 50 2 1.4*0.224 4 
This 
Filter 
0.866 14.1% 17.2 1.52 20 20.6 0.177×0.082 3 
f0: fundamental resonance; 
FBW: fractional bandwidth; 
IL: insertion Loss; 
At: attenuation in stopband; 
fn: harmonic whose attenuation does not reach desired At. 
λg: the guide wavelength on the substrate at operation frequency. 
2.13 The Wide-stopband Filter with 30 dB Suppression in Stopband 
As analyzed in sections 2.5 and 2.10.2, with PEC wall set to shield the coupling between thick 
parts of SIRs, better suppression response is obtained. Thus, for realizing higher attenuation in 
stopband, the thick parts of SIRs should be separated from each other, however, for saving the 
size of filter, the SIRs should be clustered with each other, thus, new methods are necessary to 
suppress the harmonics. 
2.13.1 Shielding the coupling between thick parts of SIRs 
The SIRs are identical with SIRs shown in Fig. 2.8 while the open-circuited stubs and ACS 
are redesigned to avoid unexpected harmonics, however, due to the coupling between the 
thick parts of SIRs, harmonics within 4 - 12 GHz and 14 – 16 GHz are strong. The simplest 
way to stop the electromagnetic wave propagating between the thick parts of SIRs is setting 
grounded vias. The model and its frequency response are shown in Figs. 2.51 and 2.52 
respectively. 
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Fig. 2.51 Model with grounded vias set for shielding coupling 
 
 
Fig. 2.52 Simulated frequency response of proposed circuit shown in Fig. 2.51 
 
As higher-band (12 -18 GHz) harmonics are inevitable cross coupled by SIRs, their modes are 
concentrated on 8 - 11 GHz, the 30 dB stopband can only be extended to 13.8 GHz (15.7 f0), 
however, the diameter of via is smaller than 0.05 mm which is very difficult to be fabricated. 
The method of shielding cannot be used in practical design. 
2.13.2 Disturbing the coupling between thick parts of SIRs 
Instead of shielding, if the coupling could be disturbed, the corresponding harmonics’ 
pass-band can be broken. 
Extremely thin and short open-circuited stubs have been attached to the thick parts of middle 
SIR (B). As the admittance analysis, the admittance of stubs is extremely low as no stub loaded 
to SIR, and the short length has little influence on fundamental resonance. The model and its 
frequency response are shown in Figs. 2.53 and 2.54 respectively. 
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Fig. 2.53 Proposed filter with open-circuited stubs loaded on the middle SIR 
 
 
Fig. 2.54 Simulated frequency response of proposed circuit shown in Fig. 2.53 
 
The 30.99 dB stopband can be extended to 13.8 GHz as well. As shown in Fig. 2.55, the 
current distributions in green dashed lines of middle SIR with no stubs loaded are relative 
stronger than the one with stubs loaded. The stubs distract the current, which can be recognized 
as energy, into them, the coupling between thick parts are weakened, thus, the spur at 11.3 GHz 
can be suppressed with open-circuited stubs loaded. 
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Fig. 2.55 Current distributions of proposed circuits shown in Figs. 2.51 and 2.53 
2.14 5G Wide-Stopband Bandpass Filter 
The 5G (operation frequency: 3.5 GHz) will play a significant role in future communication 
systems, a test has been introduced to verify the suppression methods proposed in this thesis. 
The total design flow chart is identical with the one shown in Fig. 2.46. 
In design of 5G filter, the length of 870 MHz SIRs are shortened to 7 mm for realizing 
higher fundamental resonance as 3.5 GHz, they are designed with dissimilar shapes to scatter 
harmonics modes, Rzs are set lowly for shifting second harmonics to higher band, the 
fundamental resonance, harmonics modes, Qe, and K can be calculated and determined to 
realize expected frequency response. Moreover, by tuning the open-circuited stubs, harmonics 
are evenly distributed, finally, proper ACS is employed to suppress harmonics in wide bands 
including these that cannot be predicted by neither calculations nor simulations. 
This filter is designed based on three SIRs as shown in Fig. 2.56, two side SIRs are identical 
with different open-circuited stubs loaded, the stubs are so long as cross coupling was 
generated between them, therefore, stubs are changed into stepped impedance shape for 
shortening their lengths. The middle resonator is designed with lower Rz, ACS is introduced to 
attenuate the harmonics. In design of 5G filter, the operation frequency is set as 3.5 GHz, with 
extending the gap between SIRs, the K can be tuned to weak value, thus, 200 MHz bandwidth 
for high speed communication is realized, 20 dB stopband is extended beyond 70 GHz as 
shown in Figs. 2.57 and 2.58. The performance is shown in Table 2.13. 
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Fig. 2.56 Proposed 5G wide-stopband bandpass filter 
 
 
Fig. 2.57 Simulated frequency response of proposed circuit shown in Fig. 2.56 
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Fig. 2.58 Simulated pass-band frequency response of proposed filter 
 
Table 2.13: The simulated performance of proposed 5G filter 
Operation Frequency 3.53 GHz 
Insertion Loss 1.8 dB 
Return Loss 18.25 dB 
Band Width 200 MHz (5.6%) 
20 dB Stopband width 3.75 - 70.8 GHz 
Circuit Size 0.168×0.196 λg2 
 
As shown in Fig. 2.58, the harmonics below 70 GHz are attenuated by 99 %, thus, the C, X, 
Ku, K, Ka, U and V-Bands harmonics have little influence on the communication systems 
which integrated with this 5G filter. 
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Chapter 3 Synthesis of Marchand Balun and 
Balun-filter 
3.1 Analysis of Conventional Microstrip Line Marchand Balun 
In this thesis, firstly, for testing the performance of MSL Marchand balun, an MSL model was 
fabricated on 0.5 mm MEGTRON7(N) substrate as shown in Fig. 3.1, the length of 
coupled-line is 60 mm, the width of coupled-line is 1.5 mm and the gap between coupled-line 
is only 0.2 mm, its frequency response is shown in Fig. 3.2. 
 
 
Fig. 3.1 An MSL Marchand balun was fabricated on 0.5 mm MEGTRON7(N) 
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Fig. 3.2 The simulated frequency response of MSL balun shown in Fig. 3.1 
 
As designed, this balun works at 870 MHz, however, the insertion loss at 870 MHz is higher 
than 40 dB. As calculated by the LineCalc of ADS, the MSL coupled-line’s coupling factor C, 
which represents the ratio of incident power to the forward power, is only 14.24 dB which not 
big enough to make output ports couple enough energy from input port, thus, no usable 
pass-band can be formed by MSL coupled-line on required substrate, compensation [57] or 
new methods for enhancing C are needed. 
For analyzing the low C reasons, theoretical calculations based on MSL coupled-lines that 
have different substrate thickness have been obtained as shown in Table 3.1. With thinner 
substrate, the parallel-plate capacitance [58] act as the main capacitance of the coupled-line and 
make the even- and odd- impedances Zoe and Zoo decreased, moreover, the Zoe was decreased 
much more rapidly than Zoo, thus, C becomes lower. 
oe oo
oe oo
Z Z
Coupling factor C
Z Z
−
=
+
                  (3-1) 
For verifying above analysis, Cs are derived by LineCalc as follow: 
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Table 3.1: Coupling factor C versus substrates' thickness 
Thickness h of substrates C (dB) 
0.254 mm  20.13 
0.5 mm 14.24 
0.787 mm 11.00 
1 mm 9.58 
1.52 mm 7.54 
3.1 mm 5.15 
 
The C should be designed better than 5 dB for useable performance, thus, thickness h should 
be thicker than 3.1 mm, however, the thickest one of MEGTRON7(N) is only 0.75 mm, thus, 
new method is needed to enhance C.  
3.2 Via Connection Coupling Structure (VCCS) 
3.2.1 Analysis of VCCS 
As analyzed above, due to the balun will be fabricated with the filter on same substrate, the h 
is not thick enough to realize the expected performance. For increasing the C, the difference 
between Zoe and Zoo should be increased to obtain a bigger numerator of equation (3-1) while 
decrease Zoe + Zoo for a smaller denominator. Thus, by analyzing the electric field flux 
distribution in inhomogeneous dielectric medium, via connection coupling structure (VCCS) is 
proposed in this thesis. 
Comparisons between MSL and VCCS's electric field distributions are made to analyze the 
characteristics of VCCS as shown in Figs. 3.3, 3.4, 3.5 and 3.6. PP' represents the lines of 
symmetry in following models. 
 
Fig. 3.3 Even-mode electric field distribution of MSL 
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Fig. 3.4 Even-mode electric field distribution of VCCS 
 
Fig. 3.5 Odd-mode electric field distribution of MSL 
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Fig. 3.6 Odd-mode electric field distribution of VCCS 
 
The even-mode electric field distribution of VCCS can be obtained easily, the odd-mode 
distribution is shown in Fig. 3.6, there are electrical potential differences between the 
conductor coppers and GND copper plane, weak electric field fluxes are expressed by black 
dashed line. However, they are too weak to influence the impedance of VCCS coupled-line. As 
the distance h between vias and conductors are smaller than 2 mm (λg/110) < λg/20 [58][59][60], 
the displacement currents in dielectric medium could be ignored, thus, the electric field in 
VCCS can be treated as Electroquasistatic field. According to model shown in Fig. 3.7, with 
taking the skin effect into consideration, Cm >> Ca at 870 MHz can be obtained, thus, according 
to classic equation Q = CV, the charges are mainly distributing along the vias while the Ca can 
be ignored, and the fluxes are mainly distributing along the vias in this thesis. 
 
Fig. 3.7 Capacitors models of odd-mode VCCS's copper conductors and vias (where da and dm 
represent the gap between conductors) 
 
Even-mode of the capacitor models as shown in Fig. 3.8, due to the vias have been embed 
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into the substrate, electric field is distributing between vias and GND coppers. As the gap 
between coupled-line is only 0.2 mm, little flux is leaked into the air, therefore, the phase 
velocity vpe of MSL and VCCS can be roughly considered as the same (as the dielectric 
mediums are almost the same). Moreover, the paths of electric field fluxes of VCCS are longer. 
Longer path means lower capacitance, thus, comparing to capacitance of MSL coupled-line, 
the main capacitance Cve of VCCS has a lower value, and the Cf and Cgnd has a relatively small 
value. However, the analysis of equivalent capacitances is difficult. 
For getting an intuitively understand of their influence on Zoe, treating the electric field as 
Electroquasistatic field, with inputting identical quantity electric charges into VCCS and MSL 
coupled-lines. These charges excite identical quantity of fluxes as depicted by Gauss law for 
electric fields. Due to the slot etched on the bottom plane of VCCS, some fluxes will be 
leaked into the air, thus, the even-mode effective dielectric constant of VCCS is slightly lower 
than the MSL's, the total capacitance of VCCS is slightly lower than the MSL's, thus, the Zoe 
of VCCS should be slightly higher than the one of MSL. This evaluation method can be 
applied to the odd-mode analysis as well. 
As further simulations show, the Zoe of VCCS is about 6.2  higher than the one of MSL, this 
will enhance the C. 
1
oe
pe e
Z
C
=
                          
(3-2) 
where 
e gnd ve fC C C C= + +                        
(3-3) 
 
 
Fig. 3.8 Even-mode capacitance representation of VCCS structure 
 
In VCCS odd-mode analysis, as the vias are very closed to each other in a distance about 1.5 
mm and the charges on different coupled-lines' vias are reverse, the odd-mode capacitance of 
VCCS structure can be obtained as shown in Fig. 3.9. 
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Fig. 3.9 Odd-mode capacitance representation of VCCS structure 
 
As nearly all the electric fluxes are distributing in the dielectric medium, the odd-mode of 
VCCS structure can be considered working as parallel plate capacitor roughly. Therefore, the 
length of its electric fluxes' paths is 1.5 mm, the odd-mode effective dielectric constant of 
VCCS is near 3.4 which is higher than the MSL's 2.42, thus, the Cvpo of VCCS is considerable 
bigger than the one of MSL, relative lower Zoo are obtained. 
Moreover, as an intuitive understanding of VCCS, the connection vias, which are considered 
as vias wall, increase the coupling area between coupled-lines, thus, the C is enhanced. 
3.2.2 Modeling of VCCS 
As the theoretical analyses cannot take the all the electric field fluxes into consideration, they 
can only be used to predict the impedances of VCCS roughly, thus, HFSS models are needed to 
be used to accurately evaluate impedances. The components’ sizes of proposed VCCS 
coupled-line are shown in Fig. 3.10, and the 3D model of VCCS coupled-line is shown in Fig. 
3.11. 
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Fig. 3.10 VCCS structure's practical size 
 
 
Fig. 3.11 3D model of VCCS coupled-line 
 
Series simulations have been made to evaluate VCCS. As shown in Figs. 3.12 and 3.13, the 
even- and odd-impedances Zoe and Zoo can be obtained. 
As comparisons, the even-, odd-modes impedances, coupling factor C of MSL and VCCS 
coupled-lines have been obtained as shown in Table 3.2. 
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Fig. 3.12 The obtained even-mode impedance of MSL and VCCS 
 
 
Fig. 3.13 The obtained odd-mode impedance of MSL and VCCS 
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Table 3.2: Even and odd-mode impedances, coupling factor C of MSL and VCCS 
 ADS MSL HFSS MSL HFSS VCCS 
Zoe () 48.0 49.8 56 
Zoo () 32.43 34.8 12.05 
C (dB) 14.24 15.02 3.8 
 
The Zoe of VCCS is slightly higher than the one of MSL, this caused by fluxes leaking from 
etched GND copper plane. The Zoo of VCCS is obtained as 12.05  which is much lower than 
the MSL's, this is exactly as the theoretical analysis. 
By introducing higher Zoe, lower Zoo, and lower Zoe + Zoo, VCCS makes the numerator of 
equation (3-1) get bigger while denominator gets smaller, the C can be enhanced as 3.8 dB 
which is a much better value than one-layer MSL while without requiring high εr or thick 
substrate. There is much more designing flexibility of VCCS. 
3.3 Design of VCCS Balun 
An VCCS balun, which designed based on VCCS coupled-lines with identical circuit size 
with the MSL balun, is proposed to investigate the characteristics of VCCS coupled-line. Its 
frequency response and output performances are shown in Figs. 3.14 and 3.15 respectively. 
 
 
Fig. 3.14 The frequency response of VCCS balun which has identical circuit size with balun 
shown in Fig. 3.1 
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Fig. 3.15 The phase and amplitude differences of proposed VCCS balun 
 
Table 3.3: Simulated performance of proposed VCCS balun which have identical circuit size 
with MSL balun shown in Fig. 3.1 
Operation Frequency (MHz) 870 
Minimum Insertion Loss (dB) 3.5 
Band Width (MHz) 600 (66.7%) 
Return Loss |S11| (dB) 12.98 
Max Return Loss |S22| and |S33| (dB) 4.57 
Isolation |S23| (dB) 8.81 
Phase Difference (degree) 180.86 
Amplitude Difference (dB) 0.0652 
 
As shown in Fig. 3.14 and Table 3.3, in-band responses have been enhanced dramatically. 
Typical responses of balun are obtained, the insertion loss is enhanced to 3.5 dB, the phase 
and output amplitude differences are also obtained as ideal values 180.86 degrees and 0.0652 
dB respectively. 
3.4 Enhancement of VCCS Balun 
3.4.1 Influence of dislocated connection vias 
As 128 vias were embed in substrate for realizing VCCS coupled-lines, the processing error 
may cause the dislocation of vias inevitable and influence the coupling between coupled-lines. 
As analyzed in section 3.2, the electric field fluxes are almost absorbed in substrate dielectric 
medium, the dislocation of vias cannot cause considerable changing to the capacitance of 
odd-mode, thus, the VCCS should have a good tolerance with dislocation. For verifying this, 
an HFSS model of VCCS balun is built as shown in Fig. 3.16, the VCCS coupled-lines' 
connection vias have been dislocated with 1 mm. 
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Fig. 3.16 Proposed balun with vias dislocated 1 mm 
 
 
Fig. 3.17 Frequency response of proposed balun with vias dislocated 1 mm 
 
 
Fig. 3.18 Phase and amplitude differences of proposed balun with vias dislocated 
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Table 3.4: Simulated performance of proposed balun shown in Fig. 3.16 
Operation Frequency (MHz) 870 
Minimum Insertion Loss (dB) 3.46 
Band Width (MHz) 610 (70.11%) 
Return Loss |S11| (dB) 14.01 
Max Return Loss |S22| and |S33| (dB) 4.79 
Isolation |S23| (dB) 8.22 
Phase Difference (degree) 180.94 
Amplitude Difference (dB) 0.0444 
 
As shown in Table 3.4, with dislocating the vias, the performance of balun gets better as the 
electric field flux distributed more evenly. The return loss is enhanced from 12.98 to 14 dB 
while the insertion loss is enhanced from 3.5 to 3.46 dB. The amplitude difference has been 
enhanced slightly, while the phase difference and isolation degrade a little bit. 
3.4.2 Influence of decreasing connection vias’ density 
With 128 vias need to be drilled on VCCS coupled-lines, considerable long processing time 
and high cost are needed, thus, it is necessary to take an investigation on decreasing the density 
of vias. However, the density of vias will influence the electric field distribution, with less vias 
set on the coupled lines, both the C and performance of balun are degraded. 
As shown in Fig. 3.19, 60 vias are set on 60 mm VCCS coupled-line for evaluating the 
influence of decreasing VCCS vias density. 
 
 
Fig. 3.19 Proposed balun with 60 vias and dislocated 1 mm 
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Fig. 3.20 Frequency response of proposed balun with 60 vias which dislocated 1 mm 
 
 
Fig. 3.21 Phase and amplitude differences of balun with 60 vias which dislocated 1 mm 
 
Table 3.5: Simulated performance of proposed balun shown in Fig. 3.19 
Operation Frequency (MHz) 870 
Minimum Insertion Loss (dB) 3.53 
Band Width (MHz) 710 (81.6%) 
Return Loss |S11| (dB) 12.41 
Max Return Loss |S22| and |S33| (dB) 4.50 
Isolation |S23| (dB) 8.86 
Phase Difference (degree) 180.95 
Amplitude Difference (dB) 0.068 
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As shown in Table. 3.5, with 60 vias set on VCCS, the return loss |S11| degrades to 12.4 dB, 
the phase and amplitude differences of |S21| and |S31| degrade to 180.9 degrees and 0.07 dB 
respectively, the bandwidth is wider than 710 MHz. The return loss, insertion loss and output 
difference degrade slightly as the vias are not enough for absorbing enough electric field fluxes 
into the dielectric medium, the phase difference is almost the same with the one of 128 vias 
balun as the electrical length of VCCS coupled-line is not changed. 
3.5 VCCS Stepped Impedance Balun (SIB) 
3.5.1 Design of SIB 
As shown in Tables 3.3, 3.4, and 3.5, the |S22| and |S33| are worse than 5 dB (VSWR worse than 
3.57), the isolation is worse than 9 dB. Therefore, an isolation circuit is needed to be cascaded 
between output ports, however, as shown in Figs. 3.16 and 3.19, the space between output ports 
is too narrow to fit in an isolation circuit. Moreover, in above analyses, the changing the vias 
density and dislocating have a little influence on the performance of balun. Thus, for obtaining 
more space between the output ports, the VCCS coupled-lines could be changed into stepped 
impedance shape while little influence will be introduced on their performances. Moreover, 
the stepped impedance balun (SIB) has a good shape to be integrated with the filter proposed in 
section 2.12.3. 
Moreover, with the discontinued steps of stepped impedance shape, which act as inductors, 
the magnetic coupling between stepped impedance VCCS coupled-lines is enhanced, the 
performances of balun (especially input port return loss) will also be enhanced as the output 
ports coupled more energy from it. 
The model of SIB is shown in Fig. 3.22, the thin part of transmission line’s impedance denoted 
as 41.53 , has a line width as 2 mm. The thick part's width is set as 20.2 mm with impedance 
set as 4.91 . 
 
 
Fig. 3.22 The model of stepped impedance VCCS balun 
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According to the shape, the impedance of SIB’s VCCS coupled-line would be lower than the 
input and output ports, thus, taps, which work as impedance transformers, have been attached to 
coupled-lines for better matching. The circuit size is changed from 62*7 mm2 to 48*42 mm2, 
moreover, a 12*25 mm2 space between outputs was obtained by SIB. 
 
 
Fig. 3.23 Frequency response of SIB 
 
 
Fig. 3.24 Phase and amplitude differences of proposed SIB 
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Table 3.6: Simulated performance of proposed SIB shown in Fig. 3.22 
Operation Frequency (MHz) 870 
Minimum Insertion Loss (dB) 4.12 
Band Width (MHz) 680(78.2%) 
Return Loss |S11| (dB) 12.41 
Max Return Loss |S22| and |S33| (dB) 6.1 
Isolation |S23| (dB) 9.03 
Phase Difference (degree) 186.08 
Amplitude Difference (dB) 0.2115 
 
As shown in Figs 3.23, 3.24, and Table 3.6, the return loss at 870 MHz is dramatically 
enhanced from 12.4 dB to 27.8 dB, the insertion loss degrades from 3.53 to 4.12 dB. The 
differences of phase and output amplitude degrade from 180.9 to 186.1 degrees and 0.068 to 
0.21 dB respectively. The proposed balun should be enhanced for better balanced phase and 
amplitude response. As the balun can be treated as two VCCS coupled-lines cascaded with 
each other, both the electrical length and the impedance ratio of them can be tuned to enhance 
the performance of balun, after the adjusting, the phase difference is better than 177 degrees 
while the output amplitude difference degrades to 0.75 dB. 
3.5.2 Design of SIB’s isolation circuit 
Compensation is needed to enhance the performance of balun, as methods mentioned in [61], 
phase shifters and resistor are needed to be cascaded between the output ports. A three-order 
isolation circuit is proposed as shown in Fig. 3.25. 
 
 
Fig. 3.25 3D model of isolation circuit 
 
The model of SIB with isolation circuit loaded is shown in Fig. 3.26, its frequency response, 
phase and output amplitude differences are shown in Figs. 3.27 and 3.28 respectively. 
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Fig. 3.26 Model of enhanced SIB with isolation circuit 
 
 
Fig. 3.27 Frequency response of enhanced SIB with isolation circuit 
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Fig. 3.28 Phase and amplitude differences of enhanced SIB with isolation circuit 
 
Table 3.6: Simulated performance of proposed balun shown in Fig. 3.26 
Operation Frequency (MHz) 870 
Minimum Insertion Loss (dB) 3.73 
Band Width (MHz) 710 (81.6%) 
Return Loss |S11| (dB) 38.99 
Max Return Loss |S22| and |S33| (dB) 16.76 
Isolation |S23| (dB) 18.82 
Phase Difference (degree) 180.01 
Amplitude Difference (dB) 0.2853 
 
As shown in Table 3.7, it is obvious that, with isolation circuit loaded, both input and output 
return loss have been dramatically enhanced, the |S11| from 27 to 38 dB, the |S22| and |S33| from 
9.03 to 16.8 dB, and isolation has been enhanced from 8 to 18.8 dB. The phase difference is 
enhanced to -180.0 degrees. It strongly suggests the balun can convert the unbalanced signal to 
balanced signals perfectly, while the output amplitude difference is only 0.29 dB. The proposed 
enhanced SIB with isolation circuit works perfectly while the circuit size is 50*60 mm2 
(0.231*0.278 λg2). 
3.6 Design of Balun-filter 
In chapter 2, a wide-stopband bandpass filter and an SIB have been proposed respectively, 
they can be cascaded with each other for realizing balanced wide-stopband bandpass response. 
As the filter and SIB can be treated as two individual components, the simplest combination 
way is connecting them with a 50  transmission line. The superfluous pass-band width of 
SIB (0.6 ~ 0.81 GHz and 0.93 ~ 1.15 GHz) can be reflected and attenuated by filter, and 
filter's output signal can be balanced by SIB. The model of balun-filter is shown in Fig. 3.29, 
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its frequency responses are shown in Figs. 3.30 and 3.31. The wide-band response of proposed 
SIB is shown in Fig. 3.32. The circuits' sizes of filter and SIB are identical with Figs. 2.47 and 
3.26. 
 
 
Fig. 3.29 Balun-filter 
 
 
Fig. 3.30 Frequency response of balun-filter as shown in Fig. 3.29 
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Fig. 3.31 The phase and amplitude differences of balun-filter 
 
Table 3.7: Simulated performance of proposed balun-filter shown in Fig. 3.29 
Operation Frequency (MHz) 870 
Minimum Insertion Loss (dB) 5.15 
Band Width (MHz) 144 (16.5%) 
Return Loss |S11| (dB) 26 
Max Return Loss |S22| and |S33| (dB) 13.87 
Isolation |S23| (dB) 22.4 
Phase Difference (degree) 179.76 
Amplitude Difference (dB) 0.308 
 
Fig. 3.32 Wideband frequency response of proposed balun-filter 
 
As shown in Table 3.8, the insertion loss is worse than 5.1 dB, the return loss |S22| and |S33| are 
worse than 13.87 dB, the phase difference is 179.76 degrees, input signal is converted to 
balanced signals quite well. A balanced wide-stopband bandpass response is obtained, 23 dB 
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stopband is extended to 17.34 GHz (19.93 f0), it is obvious that attenuation below 17.03 GHz is 
better than 28 dB (in simulations with filter cascaded a little farer from the SIB, the 28 dB 
stopband is up to 18 GHz). The total size of balun-filter is considerable compact as 58*80 mm2 
(0.267*0.370 λg2). The simulations frequency span of balun-filter is split into six sections and 
simulated respectively. It is obvious that there is a little separation of response lines around 12 
GHz, however, due to the |S11| is continuous, the attenuation around 12 GHz can be 
considered beyond 40 dB. 
However, the in-band response of balun-filter is not good as expected. As a reason, four 
right-angled routing, which surrounded by red dashed lines as shown in Fig. 3.29, have been 
introduced in balun-filter's layout, they caused the degradation of matching. As experience, the 
right-angled routing may cause the impedance changing within 7 - 20 %, thus, in future works, 
the right-angled routing should be replaced by obtuse-angled routing. 
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Chapter 4 Conclusion 
In this thesis, a wide-stopband bandpass filter is realized by using methods as SIR with 
extremely low Rz, open-circuited stubs and asymmetric coupling structure. The upper limit of 
20 dB stopband is extended to 20 f0(17.6 GHz). The resonant properties of SIRs are analyzed 
to suppress the harmonics which cannot be predicted by classic SIR theories. The influence of 
open-circuited stub is analyzed theoretically and verified by simulations. By accurately 
calculating, the ACS can suppress harmonics in super wide bands including the far field 
sophisticating harmonics even the filter in a complex shape. With extremely low Rz, 
open-circuited stubs have little influence on fundamental resonance, its Qe and K, thus, the 
filter can be designed by classic synthesis methods. Moreover, with extremely low Rz, the 
suppressions of open-circuited stubs and ACS on the harmonics are enhanced, and the circuit 
size is reduced to 39*17.8 mm2 (0.177 × 0.082 λg2). As simulations show, these suppression 
methods could be applied to 3.5 GHz (5G) filter to suppress the harmonics within 3.75 - 70.8 
GHz. 
VCCS is proposed and synthesized by theoretical analyses and EM simulations. Comparing 
to MSL coupled-line, the VCCS coupled-lines, which have identical circuit size, can 
dramatically enhance the coupling factor C about 11 dB tighter, decrease the requirements of 
the substrate, and make the design much more flexible. 
With changing the shape of VCCS balun into stepped impedance shape, the matching 
between ports and coupled-lines can be dramatically enhanced, the performances of SIB are 
also enhanced as more energy is coupled from input port to output ports. Moreover, a space 
for cascading isolation circuit is obtained as well.  
In this thesis, a balanced wide-stopband bandpass balun-filter is realized, it shows a good 
performance in suppression within a wide range from 0.93 ~ 17.34 GHz. 
In future research, a 5G filter will be produced and test for verifying the proposed 
suppression methods. Research about higher stopband attenuation like 30 dB will be carried 
on. 
The VCCS balun will be produced and measured for verifying the VCCS theory. The circuit 
structure of balun-filter should be adjusted for obtaining better return loss performance. The 
enhanced balun-filter will be produced for testing the final performance. Moreover, instead of 
cascading filter with balun for realizing balanced wide-stopband bandpass response, filtering 
structure will be directly employed in VCCS balun, thus, the size of balun-filter could be 
minimized. 
The VCCS cannot only be applied in balun design but also in other applications, which require 
tight coupling such as super wide-passband filters, directional couplers, power dividers and 
other devices. Applications will be designed based on the VCCS coupled-lines. 
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